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ABSTRACT
Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Modeling of Rotordynamic Systems
Michael Mullen
Data acquisition systems for rotordynamic analysis and machine vibration were ex-
plored for the purpose of replacing the obsolete Bently Nevada ADRE 208 and ADRE
for Windows system. These included the development of Matlab based custom data
acquisition systems and a user interface. A model of an anisotropic rotor response
undergoing transient speed was developed for the rapid prototyping and testing of
data acquisition systems. Several methods for the measurement of amplitudes and
phase in both the time domain and frequency domain were developed and compared.
An alternate data acquisition method which is more inline with industry practices
was created for the purpose of spectral analysis. Additionally, an optimized data
acquisition strategy was developed for implementation within the Matlab app which
included batch processing, state-based acquisition, and differentiated vector and wave-
form acquisition rates. A Bently Nevada 2300/20 vibration monitor was configured
for use in the lab but found unsuitable for replacing the ADRE 208. Ultimately a
Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701/44 Vibration Monitor was configured and found to be
an adequate replacement for the ADRE 208 system for use in the Cal Poly Vibrations
Lab.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Importance of Vibration Analysis
The measurement of vibrations are vital in determining the current or future condition
of all rotating machinery; however, the sophistication of those measurements are
dependant on value of the rotating machinery both in physical cost, lost opportunity
cost, and potential to cause harm in the event of failure.
The simplest of all vibration measurements are auditory. By merely listening to a
machine and judging the pitch and magnitude of the sound, a technician can make
inferences as to the condition of the machinery and in the case of a fault, can help
diagnose the cause of root cause of vibration. For example, if an automobile is making
an unusual noise that typically indicates a fault, which has caused an excessive vibra-
tion that manifests itself as sound. The pitch, severity, duration and circumstances
surrounding the noise can help a technician diagnose the cause. A worn serpentine
belt causes a higher pitch noise than a worn tensioner pulley. Although there are
some tools such as a mechanics stethoscope or ChassisEAR which help aide in isolat-
ing the source of the noise, the overall vibration measurement and interpretation of
measurement in the automotive repair industry is quite rudimentary. Evaluation is
subjective and generally based on technician experience.
If an engine fails the cost might be several thousands of dollars and inconvenience to
the owner. However if the turbine on a hydroelectric damn fails, the cost could easily
soar into the hundreds of millions in replacing machinery and loss of revenue. The
potential for harm to employees or the public is also significantly greater. Because
1
the pecuniary value and potential harm to people or the environment is higher in
this type of equipment, the level of sophistication of machinery condition monitoring
must increase.
Figure 1.1: The generator deck of the Sayano-Sushenskaya hydroelectric
power plant as seen on June 25th, 2009. [11]
The Sayano-Sushenskaya Hydroelectric power station is a 10 turbine, 6,500 MW Dam
located in south-central Siberia. On October 3rd, 2009 the bolts holding down Turbine
No. 2 failed from fatigue due to high vibrations. The 1500 ton turbine was forced
50 feet up into the generator deck as seen in the figure 1.2. Water then flowed into
the generator deck at a rate of 67,000 gallons per second, flooding the station and
shorted out the generators on Turbines 7 and 9 causing large explosions.
2
Figure 1.2: The generator deck of the Sayano-Sushenskaya hydroelectric
power plant following the accident. [11]
75 people were killed in the accident, 40 million tons of oil was released into the
river below the dam and the cost to repair just the engine room alone would be an
estimated 1.3 billion dollars not including economic impacts caused by the ensuing
grid blackout [11].
In order to better characterize vibrations we need a quantifiable way to measure and
track them. In the example with an auto mechanic, the measurement is highly sub-
jective and qualitative. To better track the different qualities of vibration, we can use
sensors and advanced data processing to extract relevant measurements. The mea-
surements can then be used in equipment protection control systems, for diagnostic
purposes, or for long term trending to characterize machine health.
3
1.2 Literature Review
Several textbooks were used in the creation of this thesis. Bently’s Fundamentals
of Rotating Machinery Diagnostics [4], provides a good overview to data acquisi-
tion, modeling, and applications to machinery diagnostics. Vance’s Rotordynamics
of Turbomachinery [22], provides more in-depth information regarding instabilities
in rotordynamics and computational methods for rotordynamic analysis; a short sec-
tion also covers the measurement and analysis of torsional vibrations. Eisenmann’s
Machinery Malfunction Diagnosis and Correction [19], is an excellent resource for
practical implementation of vibration and rotordynamic theory for use in machinery
diagnostics and predictive maintenance strategy. Muszynska’s Rotordynamics [15],
provides thorough and detailed mathematical derivations for the modeling of various
rotordynamic systems. Child’s Turbomachinery Rotordynamics [6], gives an excellent
historical overview of the development of vibration analysis and rotordynamics over
the past century, as well as many case studies on the applications of rotordynamic
analysis in machinery diagnostics.
With regards to signal analysis, Fundamentals of Signal Processing for Sound and
Vibration Engineers by Hammon and Shin [21] provides an overview on signal pro-
cessing theory with many applications and examples shown in Matlab which can be
downloaded from the Mathworks Website.
Cerna and Harvey’s white paper of the fundamentals of fft based signal Analysis and
Measurement [5] gives an in-detail overview to the calculation of a half spectrum from
sampled data, basic information on anti-aliasing and the application of windows.
National Instruments also provides an article on the use of Fast Fourier Transform
and Power spectrum in Labview [12]. This document provides an explanation of
4
generating half spectrum fft and the derivation of the Discrete Fourier Transform to
Fast Fourier Transform.
GUo,Yu,Sun,Zhang and Zheng’s article on continuous and real time vibration data
acquisition and analysis [10] provides an example of data acquisition with the empha-
sis on hardware configuration and networking for vibration data acquisition rather
than analysis.
Rossi, Valerio and Naldi, Lorenzo and Depau’s Torsional Vibrations in Rotordynamics
Systems [20], covers newly developed non-intrusive methods of measuring torsional
vibrations in-situ for the application of machinery protection.
Doan’s Apparatus for the Measuring of Torsional Vibrations [7], provides the elec-
tronic methods used to measure torsional vibrations based of variation in pulse spacing
using a proximity probe and toothed wheel.
Wachel, JC and Szenasi, Fred R and others [23] gives an in-depth example of a full
torsional analysis of a rotor system including modeling, computational analysis and
stress analysis.
Goldman and Muszyn´skas Application of Full Spectrum to Rotating Machinery Diag-
nostics [9] provides an overview of the full spectrum plot, calculations for converting
between full spectrum and orbit, and a list of common machinery conditions diag-
nosed from the full spectrum plot.
Page’s Signal Processing for vibration Control [17], gives an overview of the algo-
rithm’s and architectures used to setup multiprocessor devices depending on the vi-
bration type that is being measured such as random noise, shock and Swept sine
vibration.
5
Baxter’s Practical Applications of Signal Processing [3], provides a good explana-
tion of the methods required in vibration data processing with an emphasis on the
importance of batch processing and trouble shooting for machine ramp conditions.
Elbhbah, Keri and Sinha, Jyoti K [8], cover the use of a machine composite spectrum
to enhance machinery condition monitoring with a limited number of measurement
points.
1.3 Scope
The use of the ADRE 208 platform has proved to be reliable for many years however,
the lack of compatibly with newer operating systems has caused issues with IT and
Networking requiring separate computers running Windows XP. The primary goal of
this thesis was to further develop the work done by Baker and Naugle to create a fully
functional rotordynamic data acquisition system for use in the Cal Poly Vibrations lab
to replace the existing ADRE 208 system. By using Matlab to run the data acquisition
app, operating system compatibility will not be an issue since the Matlab version is
updated every year. The donation of four 2300/20 vibration monitors and the System
1 Evo software changed the scope of the Thesis to implement the 2 channel 2300/20s
for use in the ME318 single plane balancing lab, then developing the Matlab App
in conjunction with a National Instruments DAQ for use in the ME 518 Lab where
more than 2 channels are required. However once a 2300/20 station was built and
configured for use with the University network and System 1 Evo, it was discovered
that the 2300/20 could only read asynchronous data so critical information such as
phase could not be recorded. A Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701 was then donated to
Cal Poly. This 12 Channel, 2 keyphaser vibration monitor has the capabilities to run
2 rotor kits per monitor and fulfill the requirements for all courses using the rotor
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kits. The Adapt 3701 with System 1 Evo was configured and proved to be capable
to meet the requirements as a full replacement for the aging ADRE 208 systems.
1.4 Vibration Measurements Overview
This thesis will focus on measurements of relative shaft displacement using a proximity
probe. The relative measurement refers to the displacement of the shaft relative to
the bearing or machine. Normally this method of measurement would only be used on
machinery with fluid film bearings since the amplitude of shaft displacement relative
to the bearing gives a direct indication of the clearances within the bearing. All
measurement were made on a the Bentley RK-4 Rotorkit shown in figure 1.3. The
rotor kit utilizes bronze bushing but with a narrow flexible shaft. This enables relative
motion between the rotor and the bearing supports despite having rigid bushings.
Figure 1.3: Bently Nevada RK4 RotorKit
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While displacement was the main form of measurement during this thesis, the meth-
ods and techniques used to acquire and process data can be applied to data acquisition
through accelerometers and velocimeters as well. Applications of the proximity probe
and hardware setup considerations are covered in detail in section 2.1.
1.4.1 Amplitude
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Figure 1.4: Steady State Vibration Signal of a Sine Wave With a Frequency
of 25 hz and Peak to Peak Amplitude of 2
Figure 1.4 shows a simple sine wave with constant amplitude. Although this sine wave
would be read as a changing voltage, the values can be converted into physical meaning
by use of a manufacturer provided calibration constant. This sine wave represents
an ideal signal which in reality is rarely as clean due to noise, nonlinearities in the
system and the presence of other frequencies. The ideal signal could be described by
the equation
X(t) = Xsin(ωt+ φ) (1.1)
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Where X is the peak amplitude, ω is the frequency in rad/s, however in speaking
hertz (hz) or cycles per second is a more commonly used unit
The magnitude of the vibration can be the acceleration, velocity, or displacement be-
ing measured. Which measurement is used depends on accessibility to the source of
vibration and the frequency range which is being measured. Proximity Probes mea-
sure relative displacement and are adequate for low frequencies and typically used
in measuring vibrations on machinery with fluid film bearings. Velocity transducers
typically measure case vibrations since they have a wide frequency band of approxi-
mately 10 hz to 1000 hz and velocity has a direct correlation to the kinetic energy of
vibration. Therefore, it is the best indicator of the machinery damage. Accelerome-
ters are used for a wide range of applications due to their ruggedness, wide frequency
band and ability to capture high frequencies. A commonly used transducer for peri-
odic vibration monitoring is the single integrating accelerometer. This provides many
of the advantages of both; allowing for the capturing of high frequency data to help
with diagnosing early stage bearing degradation and providing velocity values for
comparison against vibration thresholds for machinery operation. A more in depth
explanation of choosing measurement instrumentation can be found in other sources
such as Vance[22] or Eisenmann [19].
Displacement
This thesis will focus on primarily displacement as experimental data will utilize
proximity sensors which output a signal in terms of displacement. Although stan-
dard units such as inches and millimeters can be used for displacement, the field of
rotordynamics in the United States mils is the standard. Where one mil corresponds
to 0.001 inches. In figure 1.4, if the generic amplitude label on the y axis was dis-
placement then the amplitude of vibration could be read as either 1 mil peak or 2
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mil peak to peak (p-p). Alternatively, a root mean square measurement is often used
since this value corresponds to the equivalent energy of vibration. In this case, a
root mean squared (rms) value is often used. The rms value of a sine wave can be
calculated from the peak or peak to peak value as seen below.
Vrms = Vp × 0.707
Vrms = Vp−p × 0.353
(1.2)
Since the amplitude is a constant for a steady state response, measuring the peak to
peak amplitude is simple. We can measure the peak to peak amplitude using
Amplitudep−p = Max(X(t))−Min(X(t)) (1.3)
Then the values for peak amplitude or rms can be calculated using the equation
1.2. X(t) is continuous as described in equation 1.1, however this method will also
work for a properly sampled set of discrete values, as would happen during real
data acquisition where voltages are recorded at certain time intervals. Amplitude
measurement methods are described in section 4.4. These measurement conventions
do not take any DC offset into account which is typically desired when looking at
the dynamic motion. However, the DC offset or Gap Voltage is quite important to
ensure the proximity sensor is within its effective range and to ensure that the rotor
does not come into contact with the sensor.
1.4.2 Frequency
Frequency is the rate at which each cycle occurs. In steady state vibration this is
a constant. In equation 1.1, the frequency is denoted as a ω with units of rad/s.
Although the units of rad/s are used for calculations, hz or cycles/sec are more
commonly used in the field of rotordynamics when referring to vibrations and are
symbolically denoted with an f. When referring to the running speed of a machine,
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rpm is the standard unit. The period of vibration is the seconds required for one
cycle to occur. This is the inverse of f and is an important measurement in the
determination of sampling time since sufficient time must occur to sample a number
of cycles at a low frequency.
1.4.3 Phase
Phase is the measurement of the offset between two signals. In this thesis both
relative and absolute phase will be discussed. Relative phase is the phase angle
between two dynamic signals of the same frequency. The absolute phase is the phase
angle difference between a dynamic signal and a fixed once per revolution marker
known as the Keyphaser. The phase is typically measured in units of radians but
colloquially units of degrees are used. Phase measurement methods are described in
section 4.5.
1.4.4 Time Domain vs Frequency Domain
The methods used for analyzing data can generally be broken up into two domains,
the time domain and the frequency domain. The time domain consists of the time
waveform as the data is recorded. The signal is converted from the time domain
to frequency domain by performing a Discrete Fourier Transform. The methods
used to perform the Fourier Transform are covered in section 4.3. The frequency
domain consists of the spectral components of the time domain signal. The spectral
components consist of complex numbers representing the amplitude and phase of each
component over a range of frequencies. The sum of these spectral components would
replicate the time domain signal.
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Figure 1.5: Time domain and Frequency Domain of Equation Created in
section 4.3.1 (1000 hz span and 800 lines)
Figure 1.5 shows the time waveform and a half spectrum plot of the same signal. The
time waveform plots data from the time domain and the half spectrum plot shows
data from the frequency domain. Generation of the half spectrum plot is covered in
section 4.3.1.
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Chapter 2
EQUIPMENT OVERVIEW
2.1 Proximity Probes
Figure 2.1: X-Y Proximity Probes on a Bently Nevada Rotorkit
Proximity probes are used as a non-contact method to convert displacement into
a signal voltage. Bentley Nevada is the original developer of the non-contact eddy
current probe for use in vibration analysis and their probes are still used around the
world and in the Cal Poly Vibrations lab as well. The proximity probes shown in
figure 2.1 work in conjunction with a Proximitor assembly in figure 2.2 to produce
an output voltage proportional to the distance between the probe tip and the shaft.
In industrial applications each proximity probe has its own individual Proximitor
assembly but the rotor kits come with a Proximitor assembly for 4 channel inputs and
a keyphaser input. The Proximitor probe contains a small inductor and is connected
to the Proximitor assembly by a shielded mini-coax wire. The Proximitor assembly
requires a -24vdc supply (red) and then provides an output (white) and ground signal
(black). Typically the DAQ like the ADAPT 3701 provides the -24vdc supply to all
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Proximitor assemblies. In the case of the RK4 Rotor Kit Proximitor assembly the
-24vdc supply comes from the motor controller instead.
Figure 2.2: Bently Nevada Proximitor Assembly for RK4 Rotor Kit
The Proximiter assembly has a high frequency oscillator internal which sends a small
high frequency current through the inductor in the tip of the proximity probe. This
high frequency circuit creates eddy currents on the surface of metallic objects nearby.
The closer the metallic object, the more power the eddy currents consume. This is
demodulated and then output as a signal voltage. So if the proximity probe is not
near any metallic objects very little power is absorbed and the output voltage will be
similar to the input voltage of -24vdc. However if the probe is in direct contact with
a metal object then almost all of the power will be absorbed in the eddy currents and
the output voltage will be near 0 vdc.
The proximity probes used in the vibrations lab are either Bentley Nevada 3300 RAM
5mm proximity probes or the newer 3300 NSV 5mm proximity probes. The NSV
probe provides greater chemical resistance than the RAM probe, so for the intended
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purposes of the lab they are equivalent with the exception of a different color wire
(NSV has a blue wire as opposed to grey). The important specifications are identical
and both are typical of common proximity probes. The proximity probes have a
sensitivity of 200 mv/mil, a -24 vDC bias, a linear range of 60 mils, and a frequency
response of 0 to 10kHz.
The sensitivity is an important characteristic since this converts the movement of
the shaft into a voltage which is measured. Any error in this parameter could cause
the true condition of the machine to be undervalued and potentially damaged. The
sensitivity of the 3300 probes is 200 mV/mil, meaning a 1 volt signal change should
represent a 5 mil displacement change. However the sensitivity is easily altered due
to many different external factors such as target material, target geometry, operation
outside the linear range and proximity to adjacent probes. Due to variance in sensi-
tivity, Average Scale Factor (ASF) is used by the manufacturer in place of sensitivity
but they will be used interchangeably in this report. The 200 mv/mil sensitivity is
highly dependant on the target material. The basis for all specifications is that the
target material is AISI 4140 Steel. Materials such as aluminum as seen in figure 2.3
will have dramatically different sensitivities.
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Figure 2.3: Aluminum Wheel for Torsional Vibration Measurement
In cases such as the torsion wheel where the proximity probe is easily accessible the
probe can be manually gaped to approximately 0.045 in with the use of a feeler gauge.
This will ensure that contact doesn’t occur between the probe tip and the torsion
wheel; however, the linear range and sensitivity will be dramatically different than
from a steel target. The linear range and sensitivity can be found by experimentally
with a feeler gauge and DVOM or Oscilloscope for measuring the DC offset. The
linear range is 60 mils from approximately -1.0vdc to -13.0vdc transducer gap voltage.
Any measurements outside of this range can increase the sensitivity error and result
in wildly inaccurate measurements. Selection of an appropriate gap voltage or DC
voltage is important to ensure the dynamic motion of the shaft stays within the linear
range of the transducer. The recommended gap voltage is -9.0vdc. With a sensitivity
of 200 mV/mil that ensures that displacement up to 40 mils p-p will stay within the
linear range. With a -9.0vdc gap, the distance from the shaft to the transducer is
45 mils. This should be sufficient to avoid contact between the shaft and the probe
tip since the vibration levels would have to reach 90mils p-p in order to contact the
probe tip. Care should be taken when interpreting high amplitude measurements since
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the full scale range set in the data acquisition system may allow larger amplitudes
to be displayed than those that are in the linear range of the transducer. More
information on setting the full scale range is discussed in section 4.1.3. When using
proximity probes for dynamic radial measurement on a shaft, size of the shaft can
affect sensitivity. Figure 2.4 shows the approximate effect of shaft size on Average
Scale Factor (sensitivity).
Figure 2.4: Radial Shaft Size Sensitivity for 3300 Probes [14]
The manufacturer documentation [14] also claims a less than .8 inch diameter shaft
can have a greater than 10 % change in the Average Scale Factor and should be
avoided. The RK4 rotor kits used for this thesis and in the cal poly vibrations lab
have a shaft diameter of 10mm ( 0.39 inches). The rotor kit design of a flexible
shaft and solid bushings allows for different rotordynamic simulations to be created
and accurate amplitude measurement is not critical. However, if the application of
the proximity probes was to measure prevent damage to fluid film bearings then the
shaft size must be taken into account to record an accurate amplitude measurement
to ensure displacement of the shaft doesn’t come close to the diametral clearance of
the bearing. In addition to shaft size, the closeness of other proximity sensors can
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also effect the measurement of a proximity probe. This effect is call cross-talk and is
due to the interference from the eddie currents generated by each probe. This issue
is often related to shaft size since the smaller the shaft the closer two x-y proximity
probes will be. With a sufficiently large shaft, the cross-talk interference is negligible.
To compensate for smaller shaft size an axial offset between the x and y probe can
be used as seen in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Axially Offset Vertical and Horizontal Proximity Probes on
RK4 Rotor Kit
Manufacturer documentation recommends a 0.9 inch minimum axial distance between
x and y probes if measuring radial vibration on a shaft less than 1.4 inches in diameter.
While the axial offset used on the RK4 kits is much smaller than that, exact accuracy
in the sensitivity factor generally isn’t required. If high accuracy amplitude readings
were required then the axial offset should be increased. Although the configuration of
the proximity probes on the RK4 rotor kits is not consistent with the manufacturer
recommendations it is sufficient enough the characterize the overall rotordynamic
motion. If in a future case, modeling or experimentation was to be conducted that
required precise amplitude measurements then the factors described in this section
should be taken into consideration.
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2.2 Bently Nevada Data Acquisition Systems
Several Bently Nevada Products were used throughout this thesis. The first product
used which the intent of this thesis was to replace, is the Bently Nevada ADRE
208 DAIU. The ADRE 208 is a perfectly capable data acquisition unit but it only
interfaces with the ADRE for Windows software which is only supported up to the
Windows XP operating system. The ADRE 208 DAQ was released onto the market
in 1992 and was replace by the ADRE 408 dpsi in 2005. The ADRE 208 is now
considered obsolete and no longer has vendor support. The 208 is a 8 channel 2
keyphaser DAQ with fixed dynamic or static inputs through BNC connectors on the
back of the unit. Th Cal Poly vibrations lab has 4 ADRE 208 DAQs, one for each
RK4 rotor kit. In this thesis both the Bently Nevada 2300/20 vibration monitor and
the Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701/44 were used and evaluated in conjunction with the
System 1 Evo Software by Bently Nevada. Data sheets for the 2300 are included in
appendix B and data sheets for the 3701 are include in appendix C. Further discussion
of each products and their implementation is covered in chapter 6
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Chapter 3
MODELING
This chapter includes methods for generating simulated signals for the purpose of
developing data acquisition systems. While previous researchers had developed a
program for generating a simulated signal from solving the equations of motion, a
more realistic model was created for keyphaser generation and a less computationally
demanding model was created for the dynamic input signals modeling the proximity
probe outputs. The use of the two programs developed in this thesis will allow for the
more rapid development and troubleshooting of data acquisition systems for collecting
rotordynamic vibrations.
3.1 Keyphaser Simulation
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Figure 3.1: Simulated Keyphaser Signal Generated in Matlab
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In the previous models used by Baker and Naugle, the Keyphaser signal was simulated
by a sine wave with a frequency equivalent to the rotor speed. Then the positive
peak of the sign wave would be used as the reference value for a Keyphaser spike.
To simulate a transient or changing frequency, an array of different frequencies would
be put in the sine wave array over the duration of the simulation. This led to errors
in the actual frequency measured during the simulation because the frequency was
dependant on the step size of the time array for the simulation. This method of
simulating the Keyphaser was close but would cause phase issues if the simulation
was running for longer lengths of time. A better Keyphaser simulation was developed
to more accurately model the shape of the voltage signal produced by the Keyphaser
pulse and to correctly simulate the change in frequency of pulses during ramp up or
ramp down simulations. This keyphaser indication represents an AC coupled signal
but a DC offset could be added easily if desired in the simulation.
3.1.1 Simulation for Constant Rotor Speed (ω = Constant)
The Keyphaser creates a once per revolution index so that the absolute phase angle
for each signal can be calculated. The keyphaser is commonly created by either a
proximity probe or a laser tachometer. When a proximity probe reading off a slot in
a rotating shaft acts as the keyphaser reference, it creates a pulse that looks similar
to a negatively biased saw tooth waveform. The keyphaser reads off the shaft and
a slot in the shaft to create the once per revolution signal. In figure 3.2 the slot is
shown with a width of h.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of a Shaft Cutaway Used to Approximate the
Keyphaser Signal
The length of this pulse width can be approximated by accounting for the angular
velocity of the shaft ω in rad/s, the diameter of the shaft D, and the approximate
angle γ that subtends the width of the slot h. This method assumes the slot width is
small compared to the over diameter of the shaft. The angle γ can be approximated
by assuming the width of the notch in the shaft is approximately the length of the
arc that would complete a circular cross section of the shaft. The angle γ in radians
can be found using equation 3.1 where D and h have the same units, typically inches
or millimeters.
γ =
h
(D
2
)
(3.1)
The pulse width of a keyphaser pulse can then be approximated as the the time
required for the shaft to rotate through the angle γ. This time in seconds is calculated
using equation 3.2.
PW =
γ
ω
(3.2)
The Matlab script used to create the Keyphaser pulse simulation is shown in figure
3.3. A time array of t has been created which goes until t end.
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The time array is sampled at a rate of fs (samples/sec). The shaft is rotating at a
frequency of W hz with units of hertz (cycle/sec).
1 %Generate the keyphaser pulse signal
2 %generate a negative skew left triangular signal with pulsewidth
3 %(amplitude of the pulse can be changed by multiplying by scalar)
4 key shape=-tripuls(t,pw,-1);
5 %Calculate time at which pulses occur
6 d=0:1/W hz:t end;
7 %Create pulse train for signal with duration of t, at time d
8 keyphaser=pulstran(t,d,key shape,fs);
Figure 3.3: Matlab Code for Keyphaser Pulse Simulation
To generated the Keyphaser signal the shape, magnitude and duration of each indi-
vidual pulse is defined using the tripuls function. The pw represents the pulsewidth
(seconds) and the -1 function input defines the triangle as skew left. Then an array of
times for when each pulse occurs is created. For a constant speed shaft, the spacing
between each array entry is the period of rotation or the inverse of the frequency in
hertz, Whz. Finally the pulstran function repeats the individual pulse signal at the
times calculated for each pulse to occur as defined in the array, d.
3.1.2 Simulation for Constant Angular Acceleration (α = Constant)
The methods used in section 3.1.1 only apply at a constant angular speed. While
this may be applicable at slow roll or running speed conditions, the majority of
experimentation done in ME 317 or ME 518 is of transient conditions. When rotating
at a constant speed, the keyphaser pulses occur at a constant rate. For constant
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speed, creating an array of times at which each pulse occurs is simple as in figure
3.3. However, if the shaft is ramping up or down then both the spacing between each
pulse and the width of the pulse itself is changing with time. To calculate these values
the ramp rate, starting speed, and either duration time or end speed are required as
inputs. The angle subtended by the keyphaser notch, γ, is a physical constant and
remains the same as calculated in equation 3.1. For this simulation a constant ramp
rate, α in units of rad
s2
was specified until the prescribed running speed had been
reached.
tf =
ωf − ω0
α
(3.3)
Equation 3.3 uses three user defined inputs to calculate the final time of the ramp.
ωf and ω0 represent the starting rotor speed and final rotor speed both with units
of rad
s
. From total time of the simulation, the number of cycles must be calculated
to determine the size of the array which will hold the time of each Keyphaser event.
The total angular displacement of the rotor in radians can be determined through
equation 3.4.
θtotal =
α
2
tf
2 + ω0tf + φ0 (3.4)
The starting point of the simulation is arbitrary and controlled by φ0. For this
simulation it is assumed that φ0 = 0 so the simulation starts with a Keyphaser fire.
By dividing the total angular displacement by 2pi the total number of cycles can be
found.
Ctotal =
θtotal
2pi
(3.5)
Since array dimensions must be an integer the floor() Matlab function is used to
round down to the nearest whole cycle. Now an array of zeros can be created that is
the length of the number cycles. The time at which each cycle occurs can be solved
using equation 3.6 for the nth cycle and then loaded into nth slot in the array of zeros.
0 =
α
2
t2 + ω0t− 2pin (3.6)
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The Matlab script below in figure 3.4 solves equation 3.6 for the time for each cycle
using the roots function then stores the positive time value at which that keyphaser
event occurs in the d array.
1 for n=1:floor(cycle total)
2 cycles=[(W ramp rad/2),W rad start,-2*pi*(n)];
3 r=roots(cycles);
4 d(n)=r(r≥0);
5 end
Figure 3.4: Matlab Code for Loading Keyphaser Pulse Time array for
Constant Acceleration
Now that the time at which each pulse occurs has been calculated, the pulse width
of each of those Keyphaser signals can be determined.To simulate the changing pulse
width with a constant acceleration α equation 3.7 can be used.
PW =
γ
αt+ ω0
(3.7)
Where α is the angular acceleration or ramp rate in rad
s
and ω0 is the slow roll speed
or initial angular speed in radians. The pulse width for each pulse can be calculated
by using this formula and the array d which contains the time of each pulse created
in the 3.4. This will create a new array for the pulse width of each pulse in the
simulation. Finally the whole Keyphaser signal can be generated as in figure 3.3.
Unlike in section 3.1.1, the pulse width is not a scalar but an array. However, the
new t, d, and PW arrays can be used with the same syntax as in figure 3.3.The output
from a slow speed ramp can be seen in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated Transient Keyphaser Signal
It is worth noting that the sampling rate fs must be large enough to sample the
keyphaser signal dip so its magnitude is below the hysteresis threshold. When simu-
lating a transient the sample rate must apply at the smallest pulse width (i.e. max-
imum rotating speed). A rule of thumb found by this researcher is described in
equation 3.8.
fs >
5
MIN(PW )
(3.8)
By ensuring at least 5 samples are taken during the the shortest pulse width, the
signal should be sufficient to break out of the hysteresis rejection range and count as
a keyphaser fire. If this is not sufficient at higher rotating speeds a scalar multiplier
can be used in line 4 of figure 3.3 to increase the magnitude of the keyphaser signal
and ensure the signal protrudes out of the hysteresis rejection range.
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3.1.3 Laser Tachometer Simulation
A commonly used instrument for generating a Keyphaser signal is a laser tachometer
as seen in figure 3.6. A laser tachometer like the Monarch Pocket Laser Tach 200
uses a piece of reflective tape on a rotating surface to produce a once per revolution
signal. The output of the laser tachometer is a 0 to 3.3Vdc TTL signal.
Figure 3.6: Monarch Laser Tachometer 200 used as Keyphaser Reference
The same Methods as in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 can be applied to the simulation of
a laser tachometer. However, instead of using the −tripuls function for the shape
of the pulse, a 3.3 × rectpuls function should be used to simulate the digital +3.3V
signal.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation of a Laser Tachometer Keyphaser signal using Mat-
lab Rectpuls Function
3.2 Transient System Response Simulation Method
Now that a Keyphaser has been simulated, the typical signals read by a data acqui-
sition system need to be created as well. What was previously used was a Matlab
simulation created by Cameron Naugle. This simulation used an ODE solver to solve
a transient four degree of freedom rotor model for a 2 rotor system in the x and y
axes. This model was used as an analytic model for comparison to an experimental
setup but also to help in the prototyping of a DAQ system. The problem with this
approach is the time and power required to solve the equations. The simulation cre-
ated by this researcher generates two orthogonal signals with a changing amplitude,
frequency and phase without solving for individual ODE’s but mimics the response
of a single rotor in the x and y direction. This speeds up the computation time while
still creating a signal that is representative of what could be acquired in reality. This
will speed up troubleshooting and the development of a data acquisition system.
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3.2.1 Mathematical Modeling
This programs goal is provide quick simulations for use in the development and testing
of a data acquisition system. Therefore the focus will be on simulating the kinematic
response of a rotor system and ignoring the complexities in solving the kinetic equa-
tions. The approach used provided a realistic model for data analysis prototyping
although the methods used to create the signal are not mathematically derived. The
fundamental building block of this simulation came from the Simple harmonic motion
model in equation 3.9
X(t) = Asin(ωt+ φ) (3.9)
For a steady state system this is can be a good representation of a transducer signal
with primarily 1X vibration. If we base our model off a forced vibration single degree
of freedom model then amplitude and phase can be described as a function of r which
is the ratio of the driving frequency to the natural frequency, ωn, of the system. In
the Jeffcott rotor model, which solves for the 1X vibration, the driving frequency ω
is the rotating speed of the rotor.
r =
ω
ωn
(3.10)
Then the amplitude, A can be described in equation 3.11.
A =
1√
(1− r2)2 + (2ζr)2 (3.11)
and the phase of the resulting vibration can be described in equation 3.12
φ = tan-1
(
2ζr
1− r2
)
(3.12)
This simulation uses equation 3.13 to model the 1X vibration of a rotor undergoing
acceleration at a constant ramp rate, α. The model is based of the simple harmonic
motion model but includes a time varying amplitude, and phase as well as an accel-
eration component in the angle component of the trig function.
X(t) = A(t)sin(
α
2
t2 + ω0t+ φ(t)) (3.13)
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Instead of determining the angle of the response for zero angular acceleration such as
in 3.9 now a α
2
t2 term has been included to account for the acceleration component.
Previous researchers had used a model in which an ω array was created for each
point in time of the simulation, then for each value of t in 3.9 the corresponding ω
was inserted to calculate the position at that point in time. However this generated
frequency errors where the final ”running speed frequency” for a ramp up simulation
did not match what the simulation created. The incorporation of the acceleration
term to determine the angle of the trig function resolved this issue.
To create a corresponding orthogonal signal, a cosine function was used to describe
the Y signal as shown in 3.14.
Y (t) = A(t)cos(
α
2
t2 + ω0t+ φ(t)) (3.14)
Although in this case both the Y (t) and X(t) signal use the same time varying Am-
plitude function, A(t) and phase function, φ(t), the Y (t) and X(t) signals could have
their own independent function Ax(t),Ay(t), φx(t), φy(t), to simulate an anisotropic
rotor condition. This can be done by selecting a new ωn and ζ in equations 3.16 and
3.18. For a constant ω, the frequency ratio r was constant as defined in equation
3.10. Since ω is now changing with time the constant r described in equation 3.10
cannot be used. This equation must be altered to solve for the rotational speed as a
function. The standard kinematic formula in equation 3.15 can be used to solve for
ω(t).
ω(t) = αt+ ω0 (3.15)
Substituting ω(t) into r from equation 3.10 results in a time dependant r(t) shown
in equation 3.16. This can be solved for each individual time step to create an r(t)
vector which can then be used to solve equations 3.17 and 3.18
r(t) =
αt+ ω0
ωn
(3.16)
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The functions for amplitude A(t) and phase φ(t) were modeled after the steady state
response of a forced vibration model which is commonly found in any vibrations
textbook, equations 3.11 and 3.12. Using the r(t) solved in equation 3.16, arrays can
be created for the amplitude A(t) and phase φ(t).
A(t) =
A0√
(1− r(t)2)2 + (2ζr(t))2 (3.17)
Where A0 represents the slow roll amplitude or amplitude at low frequencies relative
to the natural frequency.
φ(t) = tan-1
(
2ζr(t)
1− r(t)2
)
(3.18)
Equations 3.17 and 3.18 now show a slight difference from the forced vibration model
as the r, the ratio of driving frequency to natural frequency described in equation
3.10 is now a function of time, r(t). The the amplitudes A(t) and phases φ(t) can
now be used to solve equations 3.13 and 3.14 to create an X and Y signal that varies
amplitude, frequency and phase with time in accordance to the inputs of the system
described below.
3.2.2 Model Rotor Ramp Simulation
The practical implementation of this method in Matlab would be to define the desired
parameters of the simulation such as sampling frequency, fs, starting speed, ω0, ramp
rate, α, final speed, ωf , the desired natural frequency speed, ωn, and then a damping
ratio for the system, ζ. The selection of a zeta is often iterative to produce a result
satisfactory to the user. Once these parameters have been defined the simulation time
can be calculated using the following equation:
tfinal =
ωf − ωo
α
(3.19)
Then a time vector can be created from 0 to tfinal in increments of
1
fs
. This vector
can be used to solve equation 3.16 to create a vector for r(t) at each step in time.
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Then this vector can be used to solve equation 3.17 and 3.18 to create vectors for the
amplitude and phase at each point in time. Finally the vectors for amplitude, A(t),
and phase, φ(t) can be used to generate a simulated signal for the X and Y probes
using equations 3.13 and 3.14. For an example the following inputs in table 3.1 were
used to generate an X(t) signal. The speeds used are lower than typical to allow for
the frequency change in the time waveform to be easily seen in figure 3.9.
Table 3.1: Simulation Input Parameters for X(t) Signal Generation
fs ω0 ωf α ωn ζ A0
2560 hz 50 rpm 500 rpm 1000 rpm/min 350 rpm 0.05 1
Using the Inputs from table 3.1, the final time(tfinal) of the simulation was calculated
using equation 3.19. Then a time array and the r(t) array was created using equation
3.16. This r(t) was used to calculate the A(t) and φ(t) arrays.
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Figure 3.8: Rotor Ramp Simulation using Table 3.1 Parameters X(t) Signal
Bode Plot
Figure 3.8 shows the calculated amplitude (A(t)) and phase (φ(t)) shown as function
of the frequency ratio, r(t). This plot showing the amplitude and phase is known
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as a bode plot and also commonly shows the amplitude and phase as a function of
running speed instead of frequency ratio.
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Figure 3.9: Rotor Ramp Simulation X(t) using Table 3.1 Parameters Time
Waveform with Bode Plot Overlays
After calculating the time dependant amplitude and phase the entire time waveform
can now be generated using equation 3.13. In figure 3.9 the generated X(t) signal is
shown with amplitude from the bode plot overlaid. This method of simulation has the
advantage of being very quick to generate; the example in this section took less than
5 seconds of computation time. This is very quick compared to the several minutes
required by previous methods which involve solving the ODE’s. This simulation
model will be very useful in the testing of DAQ systems. By varying ramp rates and
decreasing the damping ratio, ζ, the limitations of the acquisition methods can be
quickly found.
3.2.3 Anisotropic Rotor Ramp Simulation
This model can also simulate realistic scenarios such as an anisotropic rotor under
going a ramp up to running speed. First a different ωn and ζ for each X and Y
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signal should be defined in equations 3.16 and 3.18. Then individual amplitudes
Ax(t),Ay(t), and phases φx(t), φy(t) can be input into the X and Y signals. Since the
signals represent the X and Y transducers of a rotor undergoing a ramp, the sampling
frequency, fs, starting speed, ω0, ramp rate, α and final speed, ωf will all remain the
identical for the X and Y signals. For this example the following parameters in table
3.2 were used to simulate the ramping of an anisotropic rotor from 250 rpm to 300
rpm. This is consistent with ramping of the Bently Nevada RK-4 rotor kits. The
natural frequencies (ωn) and damping ratios (ζ) of each signal were arbitrarily chosen
for this example.
Table 3.2: Simulation Input Parameters for Anisotropic Rotor Simulation
Signal fs ω0 ωf α ωn ζ A0
X(t) 2560 hz 250 rpm 3000 rpm 3000 rpm/min 2200 rpm 0.06 1
Y(t) 2560 hz 250 rpm 3000 rpm 3000 rpm/min 1700 rpm 0.04 2
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Figure 3.10: Bode Plot of Realistic Ramp Simulation for Anisotropic Rotor
using Table 3.2 Parameters
Figure 3.10 shows the A(t) and φ(t) parameters for each X and Y signal used in
generating the simulated proximity probe. All outputs from this model are consistent
with what would be seen in reality when using the RK-4 rotor kits. This shows how
a realistic signal can be quickly generated using this model. The damping ratios can
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be easily changed to represent a more drastic imbalance in the rotor and evaluate the
limits of the data acquisition method in use.
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Figure 3.11: Orbit Plots for Simulated Counter-Clockwise Rotation
Anisotropic Rotor Ramp using Table 3.2 Parameters
Figure 3.11 above shows the associated orbits through the rotor ramp. The simulated
signals are for a counter clockwise rotation so the blank-to-bright direction of the
orbits indicates that below the 1st critical speed is a forward procession orbit (in
the same direction of rotor rotation). Following the first critical in the y-direction,
the orbit changes to a reverse procession or opposite the rotor rotation. Once the
x-direction critical has passed, the rotor vibration resumes forward procession. This
type of response has been verified in real anisotropic rotors and further proves the
model to be adequate for the evaluation of a data acquisition system. Measurements
of the forward and reverse procession by full spectrum plot is covered in section 4.3.2
and a cascade plot of this simulated ramp is shown in figure 4.43.
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Chapter 4
DATA PROCESSING METHODS
This chapter covers data processing methods for rotordynamic systems. Before ac-
quiring data, initial parameters must be defined to dictate how long to take data and
at what rate to sample the data. Once data is collected, processing methods exist
in both the frequency and time domain to acquire measurements used in analysis of
the machine condition. Various methods for the calculation of amplitudes and phase
angles from time domain and frequency domain were created for implementation in
Matlab. The conversion from the time domain to the frequency domain through
the use of the Fourier transform is covered extensively. Data acquisition methods to
maximize computational efficiency and minimize memory use are discussed as well as
methods applied to minimize error and maximize efficiency during the acquisition of
transient data which occurs on start-up conditions.
4.1 Data Processing Parameters
This section focuses on input parameters for a data acquisition system. A requirement
for accurate selection of these parameters is a specific knowledge of what specific
characteristics one is looking for in advance. Characteristics of the machinery such
as running speed, bearing type, number of vanes in the case of fans and pumps, can
all help in this determination. Therefore an in depth knowledge of the machinery
being measured is required. These parameters also affect the time required to for a
sample to be take. If transient data is taken this must also be taken account to ensure
sufficient samples are taken throughout the transient time period.
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4.1.1 Frequency Span (Fmax) Selection and Relation to Sampling Frequency
(fs)
One of the main parameters selected during the setup of a data acquisition system is
the frequency span or Fmax (which are used interchangeably), which is the maximum
frequency that can be represented. Typically this number is in hertz and normally
several orders of magnitude larger than running speed; however this can vary based
of the type of machinery that is being analyzed. For instance a 3 blade axial fan with
rolling element bearings and a 6 pole motor would require a much lower Fmax than
a high speed gearbox. Typically not any value can be selected for a Fmax. Usually
there are options of discrete values such as 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, or 5,000 hz. The
reason for these specific values is discussed in section 4.1.2. Table 4.1 provides a list
of commonly used frequency spans (Fmax).
With most DAQ’s the sampling rate is indirectly selected through the choosing of a
frequency span. That is the sampling rate is some multiple of Fmax, typically 2.56.
The reason for using these specific discrete values for Fmax is that when multiplied
by 2.56 the amount of data that is sampled is a power of two. This allows for a
computationally efficient calculation of the Fourier transform. This topic is covered
in detail in section 4.3.1. However the multiple of the sampling rate must be at
least greater two because of the Nyquist Criterion. The Nyquist criterion shown in
equation 4.1 states the minimum sampling rate to be able to accurately recreate an
analog signal
fs > 2Fmax (4.1)
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For the purposes of the data acquisition system and as an example to showcase the
importance of this ratio, the sampling rate has been defined in equation 4.2 where n
is a rational number.
fs = nFmax (4.2)
The following examples will showcase the importance of the selection of this number
and errors that occur with under sampling signals where the recreation of the signal is
known as aliasing. To help prevent this low pass filters known as anti-aliasing filters
can be used.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated Analog Signal of a Sine Wave with an Amplitude of
5 and Frequency of 50Hz
A simulated analog sine wave is created with an Amplitude of 5 at a frequency of 50
hz. This analog wave will now be sampled at several different rates for n.
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Figure 4.2: Under Sampled Signal at n=1.5 Sampling Rate
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The signal is sampled at a rate of 75 hz (n=1.5) where each red marker indicates a
discrete value recorded. This frequency is below the Nyquist Criterion and will result
in an error when reconstructing the signal.
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Figure 4.3: Reconstructed Signal From Discrete Samples at n=1.5 Sam-
pling Rate
In figure 4.3 the digital signal sampled in figure 4.2 is reconstructed using the curve
fitting toolbox within MatLab. In all scenarios presented in this section a ”fourier8”
fit was used within the Matlab curve fitting toolbox. The resulting reconstructed
curve is significantly different than the original simulated analog signal and has a
fundamental frequency much lower than the original.
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Figure 4.4: Signal Sampled at the Nyquist Threshold Rate N=2
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In the scenario shown in figure 4.4 the simulated analog signal is sampled at a rate of
100 hz (n=2). The Nyquist Criterion must be greater than 2 so the Nyquist Criterion
is not met in this scenario either
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Figure 4.5: Reconstructed Signal From Discrete Samples at N=2 Sampling
Rate
With a sampling rate at twice the frequency of the input signal that reconstructed
signal shown in figure 4.5 is approximately zero and the original signal was not accu-
rately reconstructed
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Figure 4.6: Signal Sampled above Nyquist Threshold Rate N=2.56
In figure 4.6 the original signal is sampled at 2.56 times the fundamental frequency
of the simulated analog signal. This sampling rate is in agreement with the Nyquist
Criterion described in equation 4.1.
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Figure 4.7: Reconstructed Signal From Discrete Samples at N=2.56 Sam-
pling Rate
The reconstructed signal from the sampled data matches the simulated analog signal
and shows that the sampling rate was sufficient to accurately analyze a signal of this
frequency.
While in the development of a data acquisition system the 2.56 ratio is important,
the end user of the software typically selects an Fmax only. However, it is important
to know the effects of Fmax selection and ensuring that the Fmax is much higher than
any frequencies of interest for the machinery being analyzed. This emphasizes the
importance of have sufficient understanding of the machine being analyzed as have
an Fmax set too low could obscure energy in higher frequency bands that indicates
machinery faults or anomalies.
4.1.2 Selection of Frequency Resolution (FFTLines)
The frequency resolution refers to the size of the bins when calculating the FFT of
a time domain signal. Higher resolution allows the analyst to differentiate between
signals that have frequencies near one another. An example would be attempting to
differential between 2X line frequency (120hz) and the 2X running speed of a 2 pole
induction motor. The slip of the motor causes the actual running speed to be slightly
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less than 3600 rpm so the actual 2X running speed may be 116hz instead of 120hz. If
too low of a frequency resolution is used then both of these signal would be lumped
together in the same bins and it would be indistinguishable. This problem would
increase the difficulty of determining a correct diagnosis.
Figure 4.8: Simplified Half Spectrum Plot Showing Relationship Between
Spectral Lines (FFTLines) and Bin Width
The frequency resolution of an FFT is typically referred to in terms of lines, FFTLines.
The lines represent the number of Fourier components calculated in the spectrum from
the DC value, 0 hz, to the frequency span, Fmax. Select options for resolution are
typically 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400 lines. Figure 4.8 shows an example of the fft
lines of resolution. The shaded regions represent the bin for each line of resolution.
The bin width can be calculated in equation 4.3
BW =
Fmax
FFTLines
(4.3)
The frequency bin is the range of input frequencies which are lumped into the corre-
sponding spectral component for that bin. Using 400 lines of resolution would result
in 400 bins between 0 hz and the selected Fmax. Using 800 lines would double the
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resolution. While higher resolution is generally preferred to enable the discretion of
peaks with close frequencies, the drawback is that the increased resolution requires a
longer time sample. The time required for the sample can be calculated in equation
4.16 which is the inverse of the bin width.
ts =
FFTLines
Fmax
(4.4)
The importance of only using select options for number of line (FFTLines) and
frequency span (Fmax) is to ensure the number of samples that get passed to the fft
function is a power of two. From the previous section we can calculate our sampling
frequency (fs) as 2.56 times our frequency span as seen in equation 4.5.
fs = 2.56Fmax (4.5)
With the sampling time (ts) calculated in equation 4.16 the number of samples can
be calculated from equation 4.6 below.
Nsamples = tsfs (4.6)
By ensuring that the only options for the number of lines and the frequency span are
those prescribed in table 4.1 the number of samples (Nsamples) will always be a power
of two.
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Table 4.1: Allowable Frequency Spans (Fmax) and Lines of Resolution
(FFTLines)
Frequency Span (Fmax) Lines of Resolution (FFTLines)
10,000 12,800
5,000 6,400
4,000 3,200
2,000 1,600
1,000 800
500 400
400 200
Note: Any combination of Fmax and FFTLines can be used.
Any combination of the values from table 4.1 will result in a sample length of a power
of two. This ensures maximum computational efficiency when performing a Discrete
Fourier Transform by using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) instead. An FFT can
only be performed when the input signal contains a power of two number of samples.
The calculation of the transforms is covered in section 4.3.
The frequency resolution is inversely proportional to sampling time span. Equation
4.7 shows the calculation for determining the frequency resolution, fres which would be
the smallest resolvable difference between two frequencies of interest in the frequency
spectra. The frequency resolution can be increased by either selecting a greater
number of lines for a constant frequency span, Fmax, or by decreasing the frequency
span and holding the number of lines constant. Again both methods would result in
increasing the time span for sampling.
fres =
2FmaxWF
FFTLines
(4.7)
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However, equation 4.7 is not exactly the inverse of 4.16 since it incorporates a factor
of two and a window factor, WF . The factor of 2 in 4.7 ensures there is at least one
bin between two signals. If the two frequencies are in adjacent bins then they would
appear as one wide peak as opposed to two individual peaks. The window factor,
WF accounts for the increased leakage due to the application of window functions
which are cover in section 4.1.2 below. Commonly used window factors are listed in
table 4.2.
Window Functions
When sampling data, the signal often ends up being aperiodic, meaning if the signal
was repeated end to end, each end would have a discontinuity. Performing a fourier
transform on an aperiodic signal results in spectral leakage. Spectral leakage occurs
where the energy contained within a signal leaks out into adjacent frequency bins.
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Figure 4.9: Fourier Transform of an Aperiodic Signal Resulting in Spectral
Leakage
In figure 4.9 the raw input signal is a sine wave with a frequency of 50hz and peak
amplitude of 5. A phase shift has been applied to the signal so it is aperiodic within
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this sample section. If this signal was perfectly periodic then the spectrum would
result in a line only at 50 hz. However, in figure 4.9 the bins adjacent to the 50hz
bin contain some amplitude as a result of not using a periodic signal. To force a
signal to be periodic the input signal can be multiplied by another signal called a
window, which is of the same number of points as the input signal but force each
end of the input signal to zero, thereby making it always periodic. One of the most
commonly used windows is called a hanning window. The hanning window is also
commonly called a hann window. The hanning window is a special gaussian curve.
By multiplying the input signal term by term with the hanning window, the ends of
the signal are forced to zero.
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Figure 4.10: Aperiodic Time Domain Input Signal with Hanning Window
Application
In Figure 4.10, the same input signal as in figure 4.9 is shown with a corresponding
hanning window. When each element of the input signal array is multiplied with
each element of the hanning window, the resultant signal is shown in the lower plot
of figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11: Hanning Window
When an FFT is then calculated for the signal created in figure 4.10, the resulting
spectrum is shown in figure 4.11. The total energy in the input signal was reduced
by half when multiplied by the hanning filter. Therefore when calculating the FFT a
amplitude correction factor of 2 must be multiplied against the spectral components.
It should be noted the width of the spectral peak in the hanning window FFT is wider
than that in figure 4.9. The application of a window changes the frequency resolution.
When determining frequency resolution this change is accounted for in a Window
Factor (WF ) which is shown in table 4.2. A hanning window has an amplitude
correction factor of 2 and a Window Factor of 1.5, however different window types
have different correction factors. A short list of commonly used windows and their
correction factors are listed in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Correction Factors and Error for Common Window Types
Window Type Amplitude
Correction
Window Factor
(WF )
Maximum Error
Uniform 1.0 1.0 37%
Hanning 2.0 1.5 15%
Flat Top 4.8 3.8 0.1%
Table 4.2 lists several commonly used windows, each window has its own advantages
and disadvantages. One of the primary factors to consider when selecting a window
is accuracy. Depending on where an input frequency lies with in a frequency bin can
effect the accuracy of the amplitude. For instance if a 50 hz signal is input through
an fft and one of the lines of resolution coincides with 50 hz then there should be
no loss in accuracy. However if the input signal frequency lies exactly between two
lines of resolution then the maximum amplitude inaccuracy can occur. How much
inaccuracy is dependant on the window type. The uniform window consists of all
ones, so the input signal essentially passes through unchanged. If the input signal
is aperiodic, the Uniform window has a maximum inaccuracy of 37%. For most
sum of sines type signals a hanning window provides the best balance of accuracy
and frequency resolution, However; if calibrating accelerometers or some scenario
where amplitude accuracy is important and frequency resolution less important then
then Flat Top window would be more appropriate. For the purpose of vibration
measurement of rotordynamic systems the hanning window provides a good balance
of frequency resolution and accuracy.
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4.1.3 Selection of a Full Scale Range
Selection of a full scale range is determine by the desired amplitude resolution of
the signal and dependant upon the number of bits of the Analog to Digital (A/D)
converter built in to the DAQ. The A/D converter takes a continuous analog electric
signal and then converts into a series of steps where each step is represented by a
binary number.
Figure 4.12: Converting Analog Sine Wave to Digital Signal with a 3 Bit
A/D Converter
For example, in figure 4.12 a 3 bit A/D converter could have numbers ranging from
000 to 111, so the total number of discrete steps the signal could be broken into
would be 23 = 8. The size of each of these steps determines the minimum resolvable
amplitude of an AC signal. If a full scale range of ±FS is used with a N-bit A/D
converter then the minimum resolvable amplitude, Amin can be calculated in equation
4.8.
Amin =
2FS
2N
(4.8)
For equation 4.8 the units of Amin and FS are the same, usually either mils or volts.
The values can be converted from volts to mils by the average scale factor (ASF)
which is normally set at 200 mv/mil. The selection of ASF is covered in section
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2.1.The default configuration used for the Bently Nevada 208 uses a full scale rang
of 20mils. Any measured amplitude greater than 20 mils results in an error and gets
clipped, a common issue during the single-plane balancing lab. The ADRE for Win-
dows, software allows a full scale range of up to 50 mils. Since the ADRE 408, 2300,
and ADAPT 3401 DAQs all use a 24 bit A/D converter, the worst amplitude resolu-
tion would be 5×10−6 mils . This is well below the noise level due to electromagnetic
interference and surface defects read by the proximity probes. Therefore the maxi-
mum full scale value of ±50mils should be used to avoid clipping high amplitudes of
vibration so long as the linear range of the transducer is considered.
4.2 Data Acquisition Methods
Once the key parameters discussed in section 4.1 are chosen, the remaining variables
necessary to collecting data can be calculated by the methods covered in this section.
4.2.1 Current Methods
The current method used to store data from the National Instruments DAQ is con-
tinuous 100% data retention. The DAQ is configured to a certain sampling frequency
and run time, then records and saves data for that entire span. The starting of
the data acquisition is based off a command from the user interface app. While the
DAQ is trying to sample data, Matlab is breaking that data up into pre-selected win-
dow sizes of data and then performing calculations on every window that has been
recorded. However, no data is being removed or consolidated to just measurements.
This results in a data file that contains the time waveform of the entire signal as well
as the spectral components of every window for the entire signal. This utilizes a large
amount of data storage and computing power.
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4.2.2 Batch Processing and Triggers
As opposed to continuously collecting data over a long time period and then trying
to cut it up in manageable pieces for data processing, a more efficient method is
batch processing. Batch processing takes short collections of data and then processes
that data. The length of each data collection depends on the inputs described in the
previous section 4.1. So depending on the frequency resolution the time span for data
collection could be long or short. How often data is collected depends on triggers,
which are just a set of conditions. When the conditions are met a data collection
begins. Common triggers are time or rotor speed. For instance triggers could be
defined as every 5 seconds and a change of 25 rpm. The DAQ will begin taking data
when the DAQ is started however it is only recording data into a buffer to evaluate
the condition of the triggers. If 5 seconds hasn’t past or if a 25rpm change hasn’t
occurred then the data in the buffer is deleted. If the conditions of the trigger have
been met then a data collection will begin and the data will be saved and processed.
This method has the advantage of reducing the total amount of data trying to be
transmitted from the DAQ to the computer and can be configured to ignore certain
states such as before the rotor begins to ramp. An example showcasing data taken
with batch processing at a collection rate of every 2 seconds can be seen in the cascade
plot in figure 4.43.
4.2.3 Vector and Waveform Data
One method commonly used in industry to maximize data storage efficiency is to
dictate the level of data storage rates for vector and waveform data separately. This
can be done by defining different triggers for vector and waveform data. Vector data
can be a small set of complex values which represent either an amplitude and/ or
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phase. Examples of vector data would be overall amplitude, 1X amplitude and phase,
0.5x amplitude and phase, 2X amplitude and phase etc. This data can be stored more
at a higher frequency because the entire spectral components of the window and the
time waveform do not need to be saved. Vector data can be presented in plots
such as bode, polar, trend, and shaft centerline plots. Waveform data consists of an
entire time waveform collection and the spectral components calculated by the fft.
The waveform data can be represented by half and full spectrum, cascade, waterfall,
orbit, and time waveform plots. This data requires much more storage and typically
is stored less frequently.
The application of this method allows the user to customize storage rates depending
on the intended use of the data. For example in the ME318 lab student perform a
single plane balance on a RK4 rotor kit. This requires the use of the 1X amplitude and
phase in the form of a bode or polar plot. In this case only vector data is being used;
therefore, the collection of waveform data could be eliminated entirely to optimize
data storage use.
4.2.4 State Based Acquisition
An alternative means of data collection to continuously sampling data is to define
sampling rates based of the state of the machine. Typical states are Stopped, Slow
Roll, Transient (ramp-up, ramp-down), and Running Speed. These states are based
off the running speed of the rotor. By utilizing several if-then statements the parame-
ters for data acquisition can be changed to record desired information while avoiding
unnecessary data storage and account for different requirements for data acquisition
during each state. The conditions for these statements are known as set points. For
example, if rotor speed is less than 300 rpm, then the state is in slow roll. If the
rotor speed is between 300 rpm and 2900 rpm then the state is Transient. These
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speed values constitute the set points for each state. Then within each state, indi-
vidual triggers can be defined as described in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. For instance
when operating at Slow Roll, the measurements such as amplitude and phase are rel-
atively constant and contain no dynamic information so very few measurements are
need. During transients the rotating speed is changing so the acquisition time of each
collection must be shortened so the frequency stays relatively constant within each
collection period. Once at running speed is reached the frequency remains constant
and higher resolution data with longer sampling times can be used.
4.3 Fourier Transforms and the Creation of Spectrum Plots
The Continuous Fourier Transform converts a signal into a summation of sines and
cosines. For non-continuous discrete signals such as, an array of sampled the data,
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used. The output of the DFT is an array
of complex numbers whose length is the same as the sampled series. Computational
efficiencies are created when the sampled series contains a power of 2 number of
samples. This is call the Fast Fourier Transform or FFT. Previous researchers created
a sample and then padded the data with zeros so that the sample size would be
equal to a power of 2. However, this caused for inconsistent frequency resolution
and waste of data storage. For instance, if the sampled data array contained 2060
samples the data was padded with additional zeros so that the set contained 4096
data points. Then the FFT would calculate the 4,096 complex components making
up the spectra. Then the plotted data would only show data corresponding to values
within the frequency span, i.e within the Nyquist Criterion. However, the data not
shown still took up storage and was less efficient.
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The new method utilized is consistent with industry practices and is a much more
efficient method of calculating the FFT. To create a spectrum, first the desired fre-
quency span and lines of resolution must be selected. By only giving select values for
frequency span and number of lines of resolution we can ensure that the number of
samples recorded in the sampling time is a power of 2. Selection of a frequency span
is covered in section 4.1.1, and selection of resolution is covered in section 4.1.2. A
range of valid frequency spans and lines of resolution is listed above in table 4.1.
4.3.1 Half Spectrum
An example of the data processing used in Matlab will be shown for equation 4.9
which is a cosine function with a frequency of 50 hz (314.16 rad/s), amplitude of 2
and a phase of 30 degrees (pi
6
radians).
X(t) = 2cos(314.16t+
pi
6
) (4.9)
A section of the Matlab code for generation of the signal is shown in figure 4.13. This
simulation will use a frequency span of 1000 hz and 800 lines of resolution.
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1 %Calculate time array
2 %Calculate Sampling Rate
3 Fs=2.56*fspan; %samples/sec
4 %Calculate total sampling time
5 t s=lines/fspan; %sec
6 %Create time array with time step inverse of the sampling rate.
7 t=(0:1/Fs:t s-(1/Fs)); %sec
8 %Create the signal
9 x=A1*cos((w*t)+deg2rad(phix));
Figure 4.13: Matlab Code for Half Spectrum Generation of 4.9
The sampling rate is calculated as 2560 samples per second (2560 = 2.56 × 1000hz)
and the total sampling time is calculated in line 5 of figure 4.13 using equation 4.16
(0.8seconds = 800lines
1000hz
). A time array is created at the sampling rate and since the
initial point is zero in the array the last step must be the sampling time minus one
time step in order for the length of the time array to be a power of 2 (2048samples =
2560 samples
sec
×0.8seconds). The signal in line 9 of figure 4.13 creates the time waveform
signal shown below in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Matlab Generated Time Waveform of Equation 4.9
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The sampled array, x, the sampling rate, Fs, and the frequency span, fspan, are passed
to another function to calculate the FFT.
1 %Perform FFT and scale by number of points
2 Xfft=fft(X)/N;
3 %Take absolute value to find the magnitude of each component
4 X2 = abs(Xfft);
5 %Shift FFT spectrum to center to create single sided spectrum
6 X1 = 2*fftshift(X2);
Figure 4.15: Matlab Code for the Calculation of the Half Spectrum
The built in matlab function fft() performs the fast fourier transform on a set data
and then is scaled by N, which is the length of the sampled data, in this case 2048.
Previous researchers ensured the FFT of x was calculated to a power of 2 using the
nextpow2() function in matlab. This finds the next highest power of two from the
length of sample data. This value can then be put within the matlab fft() function
and matlab will automatically pad the signal and calculate the fft to the next highest
power of 2 points. By selecting certain frequency spans and lines of resolution this is
no longer needed. The output of the fft function, Xfft, is an array 2048 points long
made up of complex numbers. Each complex number represents a magnitude and
angle for a corresponding bin.
Taking the absolute value of Xfft in line 4 of figure 4.15 creates a 2048 point array
of real values where each value represents the magnitude of the each fft component.
In section 4.5.2 the angle portion of the complex number will be used as a method
of phase calculation. Matlab calculates the double sided spectrum as shown in figure
4.16. This means both positive frequencies and negative frequencies are calculated and
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centered about the halfway point of the number of points in the fft. For a single input
signal the positive frequency components and the negative frequency components are
complex conjugates so the full spectrum provides redundant information; however,
the shortening of the full spectrum enables the creation of the half spectrum.
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Figure 4.16: Double Sided Spectrum of 2048 point FFT
The spectrum above starts at the DC value or zero frequency value then all values
until the mid point of the series are the positive frequency components. The midpoint
is 1024 and represents the Nyquist frequency. All values after the Nyquist frequency
correspond with the negative frequency components. These two half spectra can be
switched and centered about zero frequency using the fftshift() function in matlab.
The result is shown below in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Double Sided Spectrum After Applying fftshift() Function
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The magnitudes have also changed by a factor of 2. When the fft is initially calculated
the energy of the signal is divided in two over the positive and negative frequencies.
To compensate for this the spectrum is multiplied by two as shown in figure 4.15 line
6. This will result in the magnitude corresponding to the peak amplitude. If a peak to
peak amplitude is desired then the magnitude should be multiplied by 4. If creating
a full spectrum plot, multiplying by two is not necessary for peak amplitude, only
for the peak to peak amplitude. At this point the spectral components are correctly
configured for a full spectrum plot; however, for a single real input signal the full
spectrum is symmetric about the zero frequency so only the half spectrum will be
used. Now the frequency bins can created by using the code shown in figure 4.18 and
placed on the x axis of the plot with their corresponding spectral components.
1 %The time difference between samples is the inverse of the ...
sample rate.
2 dt = 1/Fs; %seconds
3 %Calculate total time for FFT
4 Tm = N*dt;
5 %Define frequency resolution
6 df = 1/Tm;
7 %Create Array for range of frequencies.
8 f = df*(0:N-1);
9 %Find the middle sample number (M/2+1 for M even)
10 Q = ceil((N+1)/2);
11 %Calculate central frequency value
12 fQ = df*(Q-1);
13 %Shift frequency array so it becomes symmetric
14 fc = f-fQ;
Figure 4.18: Matlab Code for Calculating the Frequency Array of FFT
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The time between each data sample can be calculated as the inverse of the frequency
span in line 1 of figure 4.18. Multiplying the time step by the number of samples, N,
gives the total time for the FFT. This should be the same as was calculated in figure
4.13 However, if the value was padded to nearest power of two this would be different
than the original sample time length. The inverse of the total time of the signal is the
frequency resolution. Line 8 of figure 4.18 then creates an array for the frequencies
from 0 to the N-1. This range is much to large but by using the first half of the
range should result in the appropriate frequency range for half of the spectrum. This
is range is then shifted backwards so that the midpoint frequency is now zero and
the array is symmetric about the midpoint frequency with negative values below the
midpoint and positive values above the midpoint. The array for the frequency values,
fc, can now be plotted on the x axis with their corresponding spectral components in
figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.19: Symmetric Full Spectrum Plot of Single Signal Input
Although figure 4.19 is actually a full spectrum plot, the forward and reverse com-
ponents are identical. The full spectrum provides no further information for a single
input signal so the half spectrum is used. The half spectrum is then created by using
half of the full spectrum data and shortening the total array to only include frequen-
cies up to the predefined frequency span. The script to shorten both the frequency
array and the spectral components is shown in figure 4.20.
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1 %Find DC component of spectra where frequency is zero
2 [¬,indx start]=min(abs(fc));
3 %Create frequency vector that is positive half of Fc
4 fx=fc(indx start:end);
5 %find Fspan value for maximum frequency
6 [¬,indx end]=min(abs(fx-fspan));
7 %shorten frequency vector to maximum value of fspan
8 fx=fx(1:indx end);
9 %shorten X signal fft amplitudes to range from zero to fspan
10 X3=X1(indx start:indx start+indx end-1);
Figure 4.20: Matlab Code for Calculating the Frequency Bins of the Half
Spectrum
Line 2 of figure 4.20 searches the full spectrum frequency array, fc, to find the zero
frequency component. Then a new frequency array is created starting at the zero
frequency (DC component) and goes until the end of the previous array. In this
example this will result in an array, fx, with values from 0 to 1024 hz. This array will
then be shortened in lines 6 and 8 of figure 4.20 to extend only to the length of the
frequency span, 1000 hz. Now the array will have a length of 801 elements, which is
the DC value and 800 lines of frequencies ranging from 0 to the frequency span, 1000
hz. Then the array containing the spectral components can be shortened to match
the corresponding frequencies calculated in line 8.
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Figure 4.21: Half Spectrum Plot of Equation 4.9
The frequency array, fx, and the array containing the magnitude of the spectral
components, X3, calculated in figure 4.20 are plotted in the finished half spectrum
plot shown in figure 4.21. The amplitude and frequency match exactly the values
defined in equation 4.9
The spectrum plot only shows amplitude and frequency so no phase information is
available. However in the process of creating the FFT plot, the components of the
Fourier transform have a phase angle. This can be used to calculate the phase angle
of specific frequencies as described in section
4.3.2 Full Spectrum
The method developed for creation of the full spectrum plot is very similar to the
method used for the half spectrum in section 4.3.1. However, instead of performing
an fft on a sampled set of data containing real values, we will now perform an fft
on a set of complex values where the components of the complex value represent a
sampled value of the X and Y signals. In the previous section it was shown that the
full spectrum of a single input signal is symmetric and the full spectrum contains the
complex conjugate pairs of the spectra. This is no longer the case when analyzing
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a complex input signal. Now the magnitudes of the positive and negative frequency
components may be different and are dependant on the amplitudes and phases of the
two signals that make up the complex input signal.
To showcase how changes in phase and amplitude effect the full spectrum, the two
input signals that make up the complex input signal will be defined with generic
amplitudes and phases in equations 4.10 and 4.11.
X = AxCos(314.16t+ φx) (4.10)
Y = Aysin(314.16t+ φy) (4.11)
The same frequency of 50 hz (314.16 rad/s) will be used for this example. The creation
of a complex input function can be generated by using the definition of a complex
number in equation 4.12. However in this case X and Y are both arrays of sampled
values, this creates a z array of complex sampled values.
Z = X + iY (4.12)
For the sake of example a different frequency span and resolution will be used from
those in the half spectrum scenario in 4.3.1. A frequency span of 2000 hz and 400
lines of resolution will be used in this example. All time sampling calculations are
the same for the full spectrum complex FFT as the half spectrum. The same code as
in figure 4.13 will be used to find the sample time and ensure the length of the array
is a power of 2. However, to showcase the use of full spectrum plots, two signals will
be created for equations 4.10 and 4.11. These two arrays will then be combined as a
single complex array as shown below in figure 4.22.
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1 %create horizontal and vertical signals
2 x=A x*cos((w*t)+deg2rad(phix));
3 y=B y*sin((w*t)+deg2rad(phiy));
4 %combine horizontal and vertical signals into one complex signal
5 z=x+1i*y;
Figure 4.22: Matlab Code for Generating Complex Signal for Full Spec-
trum FFT
For the case of frequency span of 2000 hz and 400 lines of resolution, x and y are two
arrays with a length of 1024 points containing. Combining both signals creates the
z array of length 1024 containing complex values. The complex input array, z, the
frequency span, Fspan, and the sampling frequency, fs, are then passed to a function
file to perform the fft.
1 %Use built in matlab fft function and scale
2 %magnitude by N number of data points.
3 Z1 = fft(z)/N;
4 % shift fft so zero frequency is centered.
5 % Take absolute value for the magnitude of each component.
6 Z=abs(fftshift(Z1));
Figure 4.23: Matlab Code for Calculating Complex FFT for Full Spectrum
Plots
The fft() function in Matlab can be used on a complex data set the same as an array
of real values and again the whole spectra is scaled by the length of the array, N. The
fft calculated is the double sided spectra similar to figure 4.16; however, when taking
the complex fft, the positive and negative frequencies are not complex conjugates and
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therefore the plot is usually not symmetric about the zero frequency at point 513
(1024
2
+ 1). The asymmetry between the positive and negative frequency components
is shown in figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Unshifted Double Sided Spectra of Complex Input Signal
Again applying the fftshift function centers the frequencies about the zero frequency
but since the full spectrum is being used to represent the signal the magnitude of
the spectral components should only be multiplied by 2 if a peak-peak amplitude is
desired. The result of the shifted spectral components is shown below in figure 4.25
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Figure 4.25: Double Sided Spectra of Complex Input Signal After Using
fftshift() Function
The frequency bins for the full spectrum will be created exactly the same as in the
half spectrum case in figure 4.18. Once the same calculations as in 4.18 are performed
the frequency array, fc, will have a length of 1024 points and the values within it range
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from -2560 hz to 2560 hz. The magnitude of the spectral components can be matched
to their corresponding frequency bins as seen in figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.26: Double Sided Spectra of Complex Input Signal with Fre-
quency Range to Nyquist Frequency
However the arrays contain frequencies greater than the selected span. The arrays
containing the frequency bins and the amplitudes of the spectral components can be
shortened to the frequency spans (-2000 hz to +2000 hz in this case) using the code
in figure 4.27.
1 %Find negative Fspan value
2 [¬,indc start]=min(abs(fc+fspan));
3 %Find Positive Fspan Value
4 [¬,indc end]=min(abs(fc-fspan));
5 %Shorten both arrays so frequency range is -fspan to +fspan
6 fz=fc(indc start:indc end);
7 Z=Z(indc start:indc end);
Figure 4.27: Matlab Code for Trimming Full Spectrum Frequency Array
for -fspan to +fspan
Lines 2 and 4 in figure 4.27 find the location of the negative frequency span and the
positive frequency span. Then lines 6 and 7 redefine the frequency bin array and the
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spectral magnitude array to only the values between the negative frequency span and
the positive frequency span. The final full Spectrum plot can be in figure 4.28 seen
with the two input signals in Time Waveform and the Orbit which plots the complex
waveform, Z.
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Figure 4.28: Full Spectrum Example of Equations 4.10 and 4.11 where
Ax = 2, Ay = 2, φx = 30
◦, φy = 0, Fspan = 2000 hz, 400 Lines of Resolution
The amplitudes and phase of the X and Y components alter full spectrum plot and
the shape of the orbit. In a case where both amplitudes are the same and both
phase angles are zero, then the orbit is a perfect circle and the full spectrum plot
shows only a forward frequency in 4.29. This is called forward procession when the
positive frequency magnitude is greater than the negative frequency magnitude. This
is common with machinery self excitation conditions such as imbalance and fluid whirl
or Whip.
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Figure 4.29: Forward Procession Example for Full Spectrum Plot of Equa-
tions 4.10 and 4.11 where Ax = 2, Ay = 2, φx = 0, φy = 0, Fspan = 2000 hz,
400 Lines of Resolution
In figure 4.30, the reverse component is now greater than the forward component and
provides an example of reverse procession .
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Figure 4.30: Reverse Procession Example for Full Spectrum Plot of Equa-
tions 4.10 and 4.11 where Ax = 2, Ay = 2, φx = 110
◦, φy = 0, Fspan = 2000
hz, 400 Lines of Resolution
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As mentioned in section 3.2.3, the change from forward to reverse procession often
occurs during the passing through a critical frequency of an anisotropic rotor. The
transient rotor condition can be analyzed by using the methods covered in the section
to generate a full spectrum plot at several points during the rotor ramp. A plot of all
of these spectra versus the rotor speed is called a cascade plot and is shown in figure
4.43.
4.3.3 Averaging
In either the half or full spectrum, averaging of the spectral components can be per-
formed to decrease the influence of noise or random signals introduced into the input
signal. The averaging is commonly done for measurement of steady state signals since
it increases data acquisition time by the number of averages. To perform averaging of
the spectral components the built in Matlab mean() function can be used. Normally
the spectral components calculated by FFT are stored in a row vector that is the
length of the number of input samples. With averaging, an input signal is collected
for each average number then an FFT is performed. These spectral components are
then loaded into an M x N array where M is the number of averages and n is the
length of the number of input samples. Then the array is passed thorough the mean()
function which averages each column and generates a row vector that is the length of
the number of input samples but contains the averages of each bins spectral compo-
nents. To generate a half or full spectrum plot the same steps are now performed as
in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
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4.4 Amplitude Calculations
This section will cover three different methods of calculating the overall amplitude
of a vibration signal sample. The amplitude of the signal is assumed to be constant
over the time period of measurement.
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Figure 4.31: Simulated Vibration Signal With Introduced Voltage Spike
Figure 4.31 shows a simulated X and Y signal. Several spikes have been introduced
into the signal to showcase the sensitivity of each method to noise introduced into the
signal. This can be introduced in reality by signal noise due to magnetic interference,
loose mounting surface or surface defects such as scratches on the shaft. The signal
in figure 4.31 will be analyzed using all three methods to showcase advantages and
disadvantages of each method.
4.4.1 Max-Min Calculation
The method used by predecessors was a simple Min-Max calculation. The matlab
max and min function shown in figure 4.32 are used to find the largest value and
smallest value of the time waveform signal over the entire window. The difference
between the two is the peak to peak amplitude.
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1 %Amplitude Method 1: Calculate Amplitudes from time domain signal
2 X amp = max(x) - min(x); %mil
3 Y amp = max(y) - min(y); %mil
Figure 4.32: Matlab Code For Time Domain Amplitude Min-Max Calcu-
lation
This method is the most conservative since it will calculate a worst case scenario peak
to peak amplitude. However, this measurement is not always an accurate reflection
of the system dynamics as shown in this scenario. Using this method the X signal
in figure 4.31 is measured as having a 2.4 mil pp amplitude. The signal is a sine
wave with amplitude of 1 but any sort of signal spiking is included in the calculation
resulting in an overly conservative amplitude calculation.
The advantages of this method is that it can easily be done as a vector measurement
since a full waveform and spectral analysis is not required. Since the measurement is
the maximum minus the minimum it is also independent of any dc offset and remain
with in the signal. If the length of the window is long and the rotor is undergoing
a transient to the point where the signal amplitude is no longer constant, then this
measurement method will capture the largest amplitude in the window resulting in
a accurate and conservative measurement. This method is also valid if the signal is
something other than a sine wave.
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4.4.2 RMS Conversion
This method calculates the root mean square of the time waveform signal and then
converts that to an equivalent sine wave amplitude using equation 4.13 below.
Xpp = 2
√
2×
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
|Xn|2 (4.13)
Where N is the number of time samples in the window and Xn is the signal value for
each sample. To convert from RMS to peak to peak sine wave the result is multiplied
by 2
√
2. This can be calculated using the built in Matlab RMS function as shown in
figure 4.33.
1 %Amplitude Method 2: Calculate RMS derived peak to peak Amplitude
2 X amp der=2*rms(x)*sqrt(2);
3 Y amp der=2*rms(y)*sqrt(2);
Figure 4.33: RMS Calculation of Vectors in Matlab
Using this method the X signal in figure 4.31 is measured as having a 2.001 milpp
amplitude. Since the RMS calculation is equivalent to area under the signal, any in-
stantaneous spikes have little impact on the overall calculation since the area beneath
them is so small. A large advantage of this method is that it can be preformed in
the time domain so it is less computationally arduous and can be applied to vector
or waveform data. The disadvantages of this method is the underlying assumption
that the signal is sinusoidal. If there are large nonlinearities in the system such as
impacting, then this calculation may be non-conservative and undervalue the actual
dynamics of the system. Additionally the RMS method is sensitive to DC offset so
if any residual offset exists in the signal it will be included in this method and could
increase the perceived dynamic vibration levels.
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4.4.3 Derived Peak from FFT Spectra
This method uses the spectral content of waveform data to calculate an overall am-
plitude of the signal. First an FFT of the signal must be performed, then equation
4.14 can be used to calculate the root sum of the squares of the magnitude of Fourier
components.
Xpp = 2×
√√√√ N∑
n=1
|Xn|2 (4.14)
where N represents the total number of bins in the FFT spectra and Xn represents
the magnitude of the nth bin. Matlab has built in function to calculate this as shown
in figure 4.34.
1 %root sum square of all components will find the one version ...
of derived peak.
2 X pp d=2*rssq(X1);
3 Y pp d=2*rssq(Y1);
Figure 4.34: Calculation of Amplitude using Root Sum of Squares
X1 and Y1 are vectors containing the magnitudes of each of Fourier components of
the X and Y signal. Measuring the X signal in figure 4.31 results in 2.001 mil pp, the
same as found with the RMS method. Using the spectra derived peak allows for easy
filtering out of unwanted signals by changing the frequency range of the bins used in
equation 4.14. In this way it can act as a filter, as well as minimizing the impact of
most short non-periodic signals such as the spikes introduced in this simulation. The
disadvantages of this method is that it is computationally arduous since an FFT of
the data has to be performed, therefore it is usually only applicable to waveform data.
This method can also be sensitive to poor transducer mounting which could cause
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ski-sloping or an elevated noise floor resulting in higher than actual reading. Anti-
aliasing is critically important in this case since the inclusion of frequencies greater
than half of the sampling frequency could result in greater error.
Table 4.3: Amplitude Measurement Methods Comparison
Theoretical Min-Max RMS Method Derived Peak
Amplitudepp 2.0 2.4 2.001 2.001
Table 4.3 shows the sensitivity of the various methods. In this case the Min-Max
method is most conservative; however, it can be overly conservative depending on the
content of the signal. In most instances if there is any question of which method to
use, the the time waveform should be viewed to look for large spikes from interference
or anything that is not indicative of machinery condition. If large spikes or noise does
exist then either of the two methods, RMS Method or FFT derived peak method
should be used to provide a more realistic measurement of machine condition. Other-
wise the Min-Max (true peak) method provides the most conservative measurement
by over valuing the level of vibration.
4.5 Phase Calculations
Phase data is a critical piece of information for use in the single and multi-plane
balancing exercises in the ME 318 and ME 518 labs. The phase angle helps determine
the rotor speed position relative to a critical frequency and therefore determines the
location of weights to decrease the imbalance in the rotor. A method of calculating
the 1X phase of vibration from the Time Waveform signal was created by David Baker
and is covered in detail in section 4.5.1. An additional method was developed in this
thesis to calculate the 1X phase from the angle of the complex spectral component
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after performing the FFT of each signal. This method will be cover in section 4.5.2
and a comparison will be made between the two methods.
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Figure 4.35: Simulated X and Y signal with Keyphaser for Testing Phase
Measurement Methods
The signal shown in 4.35 will be used to validate and compare the two methods of
phase measurement. The X signal is a cosine wave with amplitude of 1, frequency of
5 hz and no initial phase. The y signal is a sine wave with amplitude of 1, frequency
of 5 hz and no initial phase. The Keyphaser was generated with a half cycle offset
to provide a fix phase angle measurement. Based off these inputs the phase mea-
surements for relative phase (x-y) should be 90 degrees. The absolute phase of the x
signal should be 180 degrees lagging and the absolute phase of the y signal should be
270 degrees lagging.
4.5.1 Time Domain
The first measurement method uses the time waveform signal as shown in 4.35. The
peaks of each signal and the Keyphaser are found. The time between each Keyphaser
fire represents one full cycle. Then the time between a Keyphaser fire and the next
positive peak for each signal are found.
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The ratio between these two times multiplied by the angle for a full cycle calculates
the absolute phase of the signal.
Timek∅−>SigPeak
Timek∅n−>k∅n+1
=
φabsolute(rad)
2pi(rad)
(4.15)
The following Matlab code in figures 4.36 and 4.37 show the methods for calculating
the phase in the time domain signal.
1 %Phase Calculations in time domain
2 %find the location of peaks in the window for each transducer
3 [¬, locy] = findpeaks(y, 'MinPeakProminence',1e-3);
4 [¬, locx] = findpeaks(x, 'MinPeakProminence',1e-3);
5 [¬, lock] = findpeaks(-keyphaser, 'MinPeakProminence',.1);
6 %Check to ensure at least two peaks exist for each signal, if
7 %there arent two peaks phase calcs are inconclusive
8 if length(locy)<2 | | length(locx)<2 | | length(lock)<2
9 phDiff = NaN;
10 aphDiffy = NaN;
11 aphDiffx = NaN;
Figure 4.36: Matlab Code for Locating Peaks in Time Waveform for Use
in Phase Calculations
First the location of the positive peaks of the x and y signals must be found. Lines 3
and 4 of figure 4.36 use the built in Matlab function of findpeaks to store the indices
(locations) in the signal of the peaks. The ’MinPeakProminence’ defines the minimum
prominence for a peak to be counted. This is a major issue with this method since it is
highly reliant on the findpeaks function to count the 1X peaks but not include noise or
other frequency peaks. This number should be changed depending on the noise in the
signal if random phase measurements are recorded. However, a fundamental fault of
this method is it assumes that the largest source of vibration is 1X. Other frequencies
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could be filtered out by a band pass filter if it is made certain the the 1X frequency
is exactly in the middle of the band pass filter pass band to avoid adding any phase
shift. Otherwise the phase change due to the filter would need to be accounted for
since the Keyphaser is not undergoing the same filter.
In line 5 of figure 4.36 the keyphaser data is multiplied by a negative one since the
keyphaser spikes are negatively bias, this makes the spikes positive and able to be
recognized by the findpeaks function. The ’MinPeakProminence’ for recognizing a
Keyphaser event is a very important parameter. In most data acquisition systems
this is called the hysteresis limit or hysteresis threshold. This is the threshold the
signal must cross to be considered a Keyphaser event and is often configurable to
account for excess noise in the system or hysteresis depending on the material the
Keyphaser proximity probe is reading off of.
Lines 8 through 11 prevent phase reading from being recorded when too little data
has been taken. At least two peaks or one full cycle must be present for the phase to
be calculated.
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1 else
2 %Calculate phase for each set of 2 peaks in each signal
3 for j = 1:min([length(locy),length(locx),length(lock)])-1
4 ph(j) = ((locy(j)-locx(j))/(lock(j+1)-lock(j)))*2*pi;
5 aphy(j) = ((locy(j)-lock(j))/(lock(j+1)-lock(j)))*2*pi;
6 aphx(j) = ((locx(j)-lock(j))/(lock(j+1)-lock(j)))*2*pi;
7 if ph(j)<0
8 ph(j)=ph(j)+(2*pi);
9 end
10 if aphy(j)<0
11 aphy(j)=aphy(j)+(2*pi);
12 end
13 if aphx(j)<0
14 aphx(j)=aphx(j)+(2*pi);
15 end
16 end
17 %Take average of all phase calculations to give one phase
18 %for this window. Positive values are a phase lag
19 phDiff = mean(ph);
20 aphDiffy = mean(aphy);
21 aphDiffx = mean(aphx);
Figure 4.37: Matlab Code for Calculating Absolute and Relative Phase
from a Time Waveform Signal
For each set of peaks the absolute and relative phase will be calculated in a For loop,
then the phases will be averaged to one value. Lines 4 through 6 of figure 4.37 perform
the calculations shown in equation 4.15 to solve for the phase from the ratio of the
times in between peaks and keyphaser events. ’locy’, represents the indexed locations
of the peak in the y signal, ’locx’ is the indexed locations of the peak in the x signal
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and lock, is the indexed locations of the keyphaser events. The if statements from
line 7 through line 15 just ensure that the phase is calculated with a positive angle
corresponding to lagging the Keyphaser so if the value is negative (i.e. leading the
Keyphaser) then the value is shifted by 2pi. After the phase for each cycle in the
sample has been calculated in the for loop, then all phase values are averaged over
the whole window in lines 19 through 21 of figure 4.37.
For signals shown in figure 4.35, this script calculated an Absolute X Phase of 180°
lagging and an Absolute Y Phase of 270° lagging. The relative phase calculated was
90° X to Y. These values match up exactly with the input signals; However this
method is highly dependent on have sufficient cycles in the window for analysis. This
often causes issues with phase calculations at lower frequencies such as slow roll speed.
A potential fix to this issue would be to use synchronous sampling based off rotor
speed which would ensure a constant number of cycles per window. Synchronous
sampling is covered in section 4.6.2. This method also is highly dependant upon the
1X frequency being the dominant frequency in the overall waveform. Although this
method is highly accurate for clean signals, it is more error prone in noisier signals
with multiple other frequencies present. To reduce the reliance on on 1X dominance
and clean signals another method was developed in section 4.5.2 using the Frequency
Domain.
4.5.2 Frequency Domain
In section 4.3 a signal was sampled to create a time waveform. This discretely sampled
waveform was then run through an FFT calculation to find the Fourier Components
which make up the signal. In section 4.3 the primary goal was to find the magnitude
of each of these component and match them with their corresponding frequencies to
create a half or full spectrum plot. In addition to a magnitude, the Fourier compo-
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nents have a angle which corresponds to the phase angle at each frequency in the
spectrum. By searching through the calculated spectral components of a signal for
the component which corresponds to the running speed of the rotor, the 1X amplitude
and phase can be found. However, the phase in the spectral components is in relation
to the beginning of the window not a Keyphaser fire. To solve this issue the window
is cut at the first Keyphaser event and then the phase angle of the 1X component
is calculated. Use of a hanning or other window is common when calculating the
FFT of a non-periodic signal. In the case of using FFT for phase measurement, the
application of a window would force the beginning of the time domain data set to
zero and make the phase measurement difficult to accurately calculate. Therefore no
hanning or other window should be used when calculating the FFT for use in phase
analysis.
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1 % Find first Keyphaser fire an remove data occuring before ...
that in window
2 [¬, indk] = findpeaks(-key);
3 Key cut=key(indk(1):length(key));
4 X cut=X(indk:length(X));
5 Y cut=Y(indk:length(Y));
6 %perform fft
7 N=length(Key cut);
8 Xfft=fft(X cut)/N;
9 Yfft=fft(Y cut)/N;
10 %Take absolute value to find magnitude of each component
11 X2 = abs(Xfft);
12 Y2 = abs(Yfft);
13 %Seperate two sided spectrum in to single sided spectrum
14 X1 = X2(1:N/2+1);
15 X1(2:end-1) = 2*X1(2:end-1);
16 Y1 = Y2(1:N/2+1);
17 Y1(2:end-1) = 2*Y1(2:end-1);
18 %Calculate frequency bins for the cut data
19 f = Fs*(0:(N/2))/N;
Figure 4.38: Matlab Code for Cutting Time Waveform at Keyphaser and
performing FFT for Phase Analysis
The phase of each spectral component of an FFT is the phase relative to the beginning
of the signal. For the measurement of an absolute phase the phase is measured relative
to the keyphaser signal. To coincide the beginning of the input signal with the first
keyphaser fire, lines 2 thorough 5 of figure 4.38 first identify the location of the first
keyphaser fire in line 2 then in lines 3 through 5 shorten the keyphaser, X and Y signal
so the beginning of the signal is the exactly where a keyphaser begins. It should be
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noted that the length of Key cut, X cut, and Y cut will not be a power of 2 so the
frequency resolution and spans applied earlier do not apply now. The FFT calculated
in this section should only be used for phase analysis not for creation of a half or full
spectrum. After the signals have been shortened, the half spectral components and
corresponding frequency bins are calculated in lines 7 through 19 of figure 4.38. An
explanation of these lines of code are explained in section 4.3.1 on calculating the
FFT of a signal for the half spectrum.
1 %Find the nearest index to the 1X frequencies
2 [¬, index] =min(abs(f-speed hz));
3 %Calculate phase angle at the 1x frequency
4 relphase = rad2deg(angle(Yfft(index)/Xfft(index)));
5 X phase = rad2deg(angle(Xfft(index)));
6 Y phase = rad2deg(angle(Yfft(index)));
7 %Use If statements to ensure value is positive for lag angle
8 if relphase<0
9 relphase=relphase+360;
10 end
11 if X phase<0
12 X phase=X phase+360;
13 end
14 if Y phase<0
15 Y phase=Y phase+360;
16 end
Figure 4.39: Matlab Code for Calculation of Phase in Frequency Domain
To find the phase angle of the running speed, first the spectral component corre-
sponding to the frequency bin which contains running speed must be found. Line 2
of figure 4.39 searches for the minimum difference between all bins in the frequency
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array and the running speed to find which bin contains the running speed. Then the
built in Matlab function angle() is used on the spectral component at the indexed
location of the running speed to calculate the phase angle. The rad2deg function just
converts from units of radians to degrees. The if statements from line 8 to 16 just
ensure that a positive value is provided to ensure the measurement is a lagging angle.
The results from this method measure an X phase of 180 degrees and a Y phase of
269.95 degrees. Since the frequency bin contains the energy from all signals within
the bin width these values for phase can be slightly off, especially if a low frequency
resolution FFT is calculated and there are large vibrations near the 1X running
speed. This method is also computationally intensive since a non power of 2 data is
commonly used for calculating the Discrete Fourier transform. One solution to this
problem would be to use a synchronous data collection method where the data set
size is based of the rotating speed of the rotor. This topic is covered in detail in
section 4.6.2.
Table 4.4: Phase Measurement Methods Comparison
Y Phase (deg) X phase (deg) Relative Phase X-Y (deg)
Theoretical 270 180 90
Time Domain 270 180 90
Frequency Domain 269.95 180 89.05
Table 4.4 provides a comparison of the two methods for calculating phase. Both
methods are very accurate when measuring an ideal signal which is a perfect sine
wave. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. The time domain phase
calculation can be performed before an FFT so the computational requirements are
very low and the calculation can be performed quickly for use in vector data. How-
ever it is very sensitive to noise and small amplitudes. This method also makes the
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assumption that the 1X amplitude is the dominate frequency which is often not the
case. The frequency domain method only looks at 1X phase so most other signals
will not interfere with the phase measurement; other frequencies such as 2X or 1/2X
phase could also be measured with this method. Disadvantages of the frequency do-
main method are that it is computationally intense since an FFT must be performed
to get the spectral components as well as sufficient resolution must be used to ensure
signals with similar frequency to 1X are not encompassed in the 1X frequency bin.
4.6 Transient Data Acquisition Methods
The measurement of transient data brings up additional challenges. For all spectral
data the inputs have had constant amplitude and frequency. However, when a rotor
is undergoing a transient such as a ramping up to the running speed, the frequency is
changing and the amplitude is changing as the rotor approaches and passes through
critical speeds. To perform FFT measurements that are representative of the level of
vibration of the system, the length of the sample passed to the FFT needs to have a
relatively constant amplitude and frequency. This is achieved through the shortening
of the sampling time span.
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Figure 4.40: Time Waveform of Simulated Rotor Transient and Sample
Time Waveform for FFT Processing, Fmax = 1000hz and FFTLines = 800
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In figure 4.40 above, a simulated time waveform of a rotor ramping from 250 rpm to
3000 rpm is shown. Throughout this long time span the frequency and amplitude are
changing. However if a short time sample is taken then amplitude and phase are rela-
tively constant. The length of time for each sample was previously taken arbitrarily;
however, as discussed in section 4.1 the length of time can now be defined as a function
of the frequency span (Fmax) and number of lines of resolution (FFTLines). From
equation 4.16, by either increasing the lines of resolution or decreasing the frequency
span, the time required for the sample is increased.
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Figure 4.41: Half Spectrum Plot of Transient Data with Short Time Span,
Fmax = 1000hz and FFTLines = 800
For 800 lines of resolution and a frequency span of 1000 hz, the sample time is 0.8
seconds. Figure 4.41 shows the half spectrum of the time waveform sample taken in
figure 4.40. Although there is some error in the amplitude of the half spectrum plot,
this is to be expected as the frequency of the input signal moves across the frequency
bin. Since a hanning window is being used the maximum error would be 15% at the
edge of the bin as described in section 4.1.2. The time span for sampling must be
short enough that the change in frequency of the signal does not span a frequency
bin. However since the starting point of the input frequency is not known this can
be tough to calculate.
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Figure 4.42: Half Spectrum Plot of Transient Data with Long Time Span,
Fmax = 1000hz and FFTLines = 6400
Figure 4.42 shows a half spectrum of a signal sampled from figure 4.40 but at a much
higher frequency resolution. In this case, the number of lines of resolution is 6400
and the frequency span remains at 1000 hz so the sampling time span is 6.4 seconds.
Over this time span there has been a large change in frequency and amplitude. As
seen in the half spectrum plot in figure 4.42 the amplitude shows a maximum of 2.074
peak when the time domain is showing an amplitude of above 11. This is because the
frequency change in the signal causes it to span over several frequency bins resulting
in the smearing of the energy of the signal over several spectral lines. This results
in a drastically smaller amplitude than what is consistent with the actual value of
the signal. One of the large advantages of state based acquisition rates as described
in section 4.2.4 is the frequency resolution can be decreased for transients to enable
accurate data acquisition and then increased once the machine reaches the running
speed state. However, even in the methods used in the current Matlab app DAQ, the
time span of the window must be small enough to avoid spanning over a frequency
bin causing amplitude errors as shown in figure 4.42.
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When using a short enough sampling time through a combination of frequency span
and lines of resolution, multiple data collections can occur within a ramp to help char-
acterize the dynamics of the rotor throughout the ramp. One plot which showcases
this is displayed in the figure 4.43 below.
Figure 4.43: Cascade Plot of Data From Section 3.2.3 Using Batch Pro-
cessing Method With Data Collection Every 2 Seconds and Frequency
Span of 1000 hz and 400 Lines
The cascade plot above shows a full spectrum plot for each data collection. During a
ramp each data collection can then be associated with a rotor speed during the ramp.
This plot uses the batch processing method with a trigger of every two seconds and
the data sampled comes from the rotor ramp simulation of an anisotropic rotor in
section 3.2.3. The alternating forward and reverse components due to the anisotropic
rotor condition can be seen in figure 4.43 above.
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At low speeds the forward component of the full spectrum is dominate but as the
first critical is passed at 1700 rpm, the reverse component becomes dominate. Then
as the second critical is passed at 2200 rpm, the forward component resumes as the
larger value until the running speed of 3000 rpm is reached.
4.6.1 Window Overlap
Window overlap increase the amount of data sampled but does not increase the time
span of the signal sent to the fft so much that errors are introduced as described in
the previous section. Also when windows are applied as shown in section 4.1.2, the
window function attenuates signals at the beginning and end of the sample. Overlap
can ensure that these areas of attenuation can be analysed as well. Overlap works by
instead of taking several signals continuously and passing them to the fft function.
Part of the previous signal is overlapped before being sent to the fft function. Overlap
is generally described as a percentage of the window. If including averages the new
sampling time span can be described in equation 4.16 where OV LP is a percentage
such that 50% = 0.5
tst =
FFTLines
Fmax
∗OV LP ∗ AV GS (4.16)
However each individual input signal that gets sent to the fft function is still consistent
with equation 4.16 so the length of each signal passed to the fft is still a power of two
even though the total length of the sample taken during the collection period may
not be a power of two.
4.6.2 Synchronous vs Asynchronous
So far all data acquisition has been asynchronous. For the intended purposes of
rotordynamics asynchronous means not being related to the running speed of the
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rotor. Often 1X vibration and harmonics of the running speed will be referred to as
synchronous vibration. Any vibration that is not related to the running speed of the
rotor is referred to as asynchronous vibration. When collecting data for the purposes
of converting to the frequency domain via FFT, a frequency span and frequency
resolution was selected. The time span of data collection was then determined. This
time sample length would be repeated regardless of the running speed of the rotor,
therefore this is considered asynchronous data collection. Some of the limitations
of this method of collection is that for low speeds, not enough cycles may occur for
orbit plots or waveform plots. Then at higher speeds too many cycles are occurring
within the time span. This can cause cluttered orbits and difficult to read time
waveforms. Additionally taking too high of resolution asynchronous data poses issues
when measuring transient speed, if the acquisition time is too long then the rotor
speed may change over the window from one frequency bin to another. This results
in a smearing of amplitude over several frequency bins and can cause large inaccuracies
in the 1x amplitude measurement.
A potential solution to these problems is the collection of synchronous data, where the
number of samples taken is not dependant on frequency span and lines of resolution
but on the number of cycles and samples per cycle. In this case input parameters
for data collection are the number of cycles (shaft revolutions) and the number of
samples per cycles. By selecting values from table 4.5, the number the total number
of samples taken remains a power of 2 enabling the FFT to be performed.
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Table 4.5: Synchronous Data Acquisition Parameter Inputs
Samples per Revolution Number of Revolutions
512 16
256 8
128 4
Note: Any combination can be used.
For example equation 4.17 shows how a selection of samples per revolution and number
of revolutions results in a power of 2 number of samples.
256
samples
cycle
× 8cycles = 2048samples (4.17)
However, to be able to functionally achieve this in a data acquistion system the
current speed must be known to calculate how long to sample and at what sampling
frequency, which are the required inputs to the DAQ.
tsynch =
2piNcycles
ω
(4.18)
The DAQ must first be sampling to at least know the rotating speed of the rotor. Then
equation 4.18 can be used if the rotor speed (ω) is known in rad/s to calculated the
synchronous sampling time span (tsynch) for the desired amount of shaft revolutions
(Ncycles). The sampling frequency can then be calculated in equation 4.19.
fsynch =
ωSrev
2pi
(4.19)
The measured rotor speed in rad/s (ω) is multiplied by the number of samples per
revolution (Srev). The 2pi converts running speed from rad/s to cycles per second
allowing for the fsynch to be in units of samples per sec.
The difficulty with this method lies in the continuous updating of the rotor speed to
keep calculating new fsynch and tsynch for each data collection as the rotor is ramping.
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The added complexity of continually using new time spans for sampling and different
sampling rates makes this method less common for normal data acquisition, but
is a very powerful method for transient vibration analysis since the problems with
asynchronous data collection of transients are now eliminated with this method.
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Chapter 5
APP DEVELOPMENT
At the outset of this thesis work, the intent was to further develop the app created
by David Baker to be a fully functioning replacement for the ADRE 208 system for
use in the ME 318 and ME 518 Laboratories. Throughout the thesis, this scope
has changed. With the successful implementation of the Bently ADAPT 3701/44
covered in Chapter 6, the National Instruments DAQ and Matlab App is no longer
needed to replace the ADRE 208. Much of the work done on this app was prior
to the 3701 implementation. The incorporation of methods developed in chapter 4
could be applied to the source code of the Matlab App; however, with System 1 and
the ADAPT 3701/44 covering the requirements of the lab, this would be a primarily
academic exercise.
5.1 Layout Design
A more robust user interface which provides increased flexibility in design was devel-
oped. The original user interface as designed by Baker can be seen in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Matlab APP User Interface as Designed by David Baker [2]
The Matlab app and code work in conjunction with the NI CDAQ 9174 data acqui-
sition box. The NI 9215 Cards used in the National instruments CDAQ 9174 have
a full scale range of ± 10V and use a 16bit A/D converter. Using equation 4.8 this
provided a minimum resolvable amplitude of 0.001 mils peak. However, The voltage
range of the card is not AC coupled so the maximum value of 10V includes the dy-
namic signal and the DC offset. In section 2.1, DC offset or gap voltage is covered
in detail. The recommended gap voltage by Bently Nevada is 45mils or -9.0 vdc. If
configured as recommended by Bently Nevada then only 5 mils of dynamic motion
could be captured by this DAQ without clipping of the signal. The work-around
utilized by Baker was to first run the signal from the Proximiter Assembly through
the TK-21 Oscilloscope Signal Conditioner shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Bently Nevada TK21 Oscilloscope Interface [13]
The Tk21 Oscilloscope is used to remove any DC Offset in the signal prior to to
connecting to an Oscilloscope to create orbits. In this case the TK21 is used to
remove or lower the DC offset so the dynamic signal plus any residual DC offset does
not exceed ± 10V.The gap voltage should still be checked directly with an oscilloscope
or multimeter to ensure proper gap voltage to maintain linear range of the transducer
and to avoid contact between the probe tip and the shaft during operation. However
the requirement of using the TK21 to lower the DC offset prior to measurement by
the NI DAQ means the gap measurement function is not accurate. This function was
removed in the redesigned app.
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Figure 5.3: Matlab DAQ App Front Page
Additionally the original App as designed could select the number of channels but
the display configuration was static so only 2 channels would be shown even if 4
were configured. To fix this the GUI required more space so additional sub menus
were created as shown in the bottom right of figure 5.3. To Allow enough space for
full channel configuration the sub menu Channel Configuration was added as seen in
figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Matlab DAQ App Channel Configuration Page
5.2 Feedback Loops
One of the main issues of the original app was a lack of feedback loops between the
user interface and the source code. To correctly use the software, parameters needed
to be changed within the source code requiring an in depth knowledge of the code.
Basic functions could be performed from the app GUI such commanding the DAQ
to run but few other parameters could be altered without causing a failure of the
code. This was primarily due to a lack of feedback between the GUI and the source
code. Values entered into the GUI were loaded into the variables within the source
code, but any changes or alterations within the source code would not update the
display within the GUI. Feedback loops for each button and value entry in the GUI
were incorporated into the app. This prevents the DAQ from collecting data using
parameters other than what are displayed to the user. This change provides a much
more robust app less likely to crash and eases troubleshooting in the case of an error
code.
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The previous app gave no indication of program status. Once ”Run” was pressed, the
user would have no knowledge of whether or not the app was working until displays
starting showing up usually 20 to 30 seconds later. Status lights were added to
the main display as seen in figure 5.3. Once ”Run” is pressed the, the source code
program begins to run and the DAQ output is monitored for the trigger conditions
defined by the user. During this time the ”Awaiting Trigger” lamp is lit, showing
the user that the program has begun to run but trigger conditions have not been
met. Once the trigger conditions are met and data recording begins, the ”Awaiting
Trigger” Lamp goes out and the ”Triggered Lamp” turns on. Once the program has
finished recording data or the ”Stop DAQ” button is pushed, both lamps go out.
5.3 Triggers
Some trigger function have been incorporated into the app. Previous version only
ran on a continual basis so 100% of data was taken for a long time period and began
when start was pressed. The limited triggering functions included in figure 5.5 show
the triggering options available.
Figure 5.5: Matlab DAQ App Triggering Configuration Page
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The Delta RPM Trigger allows data to be taken only once the transient ramp has
begun so storage isn’t wasted on slow roll data only. The exit limit applies a stop
time for data collection so it is not based on the operators guess of how long to take
data. The periodic triggering function was the first attempt at batch processing as
described in 4.2.2. However the limitations of this trigger is that the window size
defined by the user on figure 5.3 must be smaller than the periodic sampling.
If a future student wished to develop this app further for the purpose of academic
exercise, the methods described in 4 should be applied so that sampling rate and
window size are no longer arbitrarily chosen. Trigger options, batch processing and
state based acquisition could all be used and expanded upon to create a faster more
efficient app and DAQ. The framework for the DAQ created in this thesis should
be robust enough to prevent common bugs and support the addition of the future
options described.
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Chapter 6
VIBRATION LAB UPGRADES
6.1 Current Lab Setup
As a part of the California Polytechnic University- San Luis Obispo’s undergraduate
engineering program, all mechanical engineering students are required to take ME 318:
Mechanical Vibrations. The last laboratory assignment conducted in this course is a
single plane balancing experiment using the Bently Nevada RK-44 rotor kit as seen
in figure 1.3. The experimental data is obtain from the rotor kits using an ADRE
208 Data Acquisition Interface and then processed using the ADRE for Windows
software. Each rotor kit has its own individual ADRE 208 and computer with ADRE
for Windows software which are both now considered obsolete by the vendor after
being replaced by the ADRE 408 and ADRE Sxp Software. The ADRE for Windows
software’s most recent OS compatibility is Windows XP. Since all other computers
on the network utilize Windows 10, four separate computers with Windows XP must
be kept solely to run ADRE for Windows. Students then use a switch to alternate
the monitor display between Windows XP and Windows 10.
Since the existing hardware and software were not compatible with Windows 10, new
hardware and software would have to be implemented. As covered in Chapter 5,
Cal Poly has attempted to create their own data acquisition system which would
use Matlab App Designer as a GUI for data analysis. Since the Matlab license gets
updated annually the issue of obsolescence would no longer exist. Bently Nevada had
previously donated System 1 software as well as four 2300/20 vibration monitors.
These would be configured and installed in parallel with the existing software during
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the testing phase and would later replace the existing equipment for use in the ME
318 single plane rotor balancing lab.
6.2 Bently Nevada System 1 Evo Software
Several years prior, Bently Nevada’s System 1 Evo software had been donated to
Cal Poly. Previous use of System 1 consisted of only uploading portable monitor
vibration data from a Bently Nevada Scout for the use in monitoring of an on-site
wind turbine. This software will be used to collect, store and analyze data from the
Bently Nevada 2300/20 and later the ADAPT 3701/44. The System 1 Evo software
uses server based storage and connects with devices through the Vibrations lab sub
net within the school network. While this adds some complexity, the advantages are
that multiple devices can be view from one desktop so physical location of students at
a particular desktop is less important. The networking, configuration, and integration
of System 1 and hardware will be cover in the following sections of this chapter.
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6.3 Bently Nevada 2300/20 Vibration Monitors
Figure 6.1: Bently-Nevada 2300 Series Vibration Monitor [B]
The 2300/20 vibration monitors primary purpose is to provide continuous monitoring
on less critical equipment. Although the monitors intended purpose would not be to
collect transient vibration data, for the purpose of the ME 318 lab this should suffice
since the rotor ramp rate duration is long enough to ensure adequate samples can be
collected. The 2300/20 has only two channel inputs plus a rotor speed input. Com-
pared to the existing ADRE 208 8 channel input, the 2300 is lacking. However, for
only single plane balancing this should be adequate. The graduate level course ME
518: Machinery vibrations and Rotordynamics, does perform two-plane balancing
as apart of lab experiments so the 2300/20 would not be adequate for that experi-
ment since the two-plane balancing requires 4 channels. For this reason the 2300/20
vibration monitors would have been installed in parallel to the existing ADRE 208
system until the Matlab App and National Instruments DAQ could be implemented
to cover the requirements for the ME 518 course. The 2300/20’s and System 1 do
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work differently from the other systems in that System 1 operates off server based
storage. Therefore additional challenges are provided in configuring the 2300/20 to
communicate with the System 1 server through the school network.
6.3.1 2300/20 Configuration
The initial device configuration is made through the Bently Nevada Monitor Configu-
ration (BNMC) software. The easiest method to connect to the monitor and configure
the hardware is to use a computer with the BNMC software downloaded. Then un-
plug the Ethernet cable from the NIC card in the back of the computer and directly
connect the 2300/20 monitor. The software should now have no issues finding the
device. Once the device is configured, initial testing can be done to ensure that the
display monitor is reading correctly. The bar charts within the BNMC software allow
the user to ensure all sensors and data recording parameters are working correctly.
Then the device can be disconnected from the back of the computer and connected
to the assigned Ethernet port.
Figure 6.2: Bently-Nevada 2300/20 Monitor Local Configuration
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One of the largest challenges to overcome in the initial setup of the 2300/20 monitors
was utilizing the school network for data transmission between the monitors and the
server computer. The school network normally operates off dynamically assigned IP
addresses to registered MAC Addresses in the school network. However the 2300/20’s
have a fixed IP address so a static exception needs to be requested from the school.
This means that each Ethernet port that the 2300/20 would use to connect to the
school server has a fixed IP address that is the same as 2300/20 monitors. This
ensures that when the computer that is hosting the System 1 server tries to connect
to the 2300/20 monitors, it can find the correct IP address in the the networking
connection.
Figure 6.3: Network Configuration for System 1 Evo in Cal Poly Vibra-
tions Lab
The computer in the corner of the Cal Poly vibrations lab acts as the server for
System 1. All data collected from the 2300/20 monitors or Adapt 3701 is stored on
the server computer. However, any other computer with a System 1 Evo client license
can access the server database as seen in the network model in figure 6.3.
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So although the four computers at the rotor kit tables are not storing the data col-
lected from the monitors they can all access the data and change collection parameters
and settings depending on the access rights assigned to the computers.
Once the 2300/20 has been configured it can act as a stand alone monitor providing
alert and alarm values; however, without being connected to the network it has limited
data storage capabilities. Once configured, functionality checks can be conducted
within the BNMC software as seen on the computer monitor in figure 6.2 above.
Figure 6.4: Bently Nevada 2300/20 Vibration Monitor Measuring Speed
and X-Y Probes
Figure 6.4 shows a functionality check where the X and Y transducer are being mea-
sured at slow roll speed (246 rpm). The signal inputs to the 2300/20 are taken from
the BNC connector outputs on the back of the Proximiter assembly. The signal in-
puts are wired into the green terminal block towards the bottom of figure 6.4. The
BNC connectors on the front of the 2300/20 are actually buffered outputs for data
collection from a mobile data collector such as the Bently Nevada Scout. Once the
2300/20 was configured and a static exception port had been assigned to the 2300/20
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Mac and IP address, the 2300/20 can be unplugged from the local computer NIC and
plugged into the school network through the assigned port.
6.3.2 Device Implementation
The 2300 as it had been used for the initial setup had exposed 120V wiring and
signal wiring which would could be easily pulled out if the monitor was bumped or
moved. This posed a safety, reliability and aesthetics concern. A durable enclosure
was required that would contain all 120V wiring and signal wiring sot increase safety
and reliability. The implementation of an easy on/off switch with fuse would provide
circuit protection for the power supply and provide an easy means for students to
turn the device on and off without disconnecting the power. Figure 6.5 shows the
mounted enclosure as built but with the front cover removed.
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Figure 6.5: Bently-Nevada 2300/20 Vibration Monitor Enclosure Without
Cover
On the sides of the enclosure, bulkhead BNC connectors and Ethernet connectors
would allowed a clean, secure method of connecting external sensor wiring and net-
work connections. Finally a stand was built to mount the 2300/20 monitor and
enclosure vertically to provide more desk space.
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Figure 6.6: Bently-Nevada 2300/20 Enclosure and Mount
The front covering shown in place in figure 6.6, protects the sensor wiring connections
from being accidentally unplugged. An access port was cut into the front of the panel
to enable viewing of the monitor and access to the buffered outputs and the alarm
reset button.
Following the construction of the 2300 enclosure, difficulty was encountered acquir-
ing 1X phase data. The transient data of a bode was able to be recorded but the
phase was absent. Following discussion with Bently-Nevada, it was realized that the
2300 Vibrations monitors could only be used for the collection of asynchronous data.
Therefore even though a keyphaser could be recorded with the 2300, the correlation
between the reference keyphaser and the dynamic channels could not be done within
the 2300. Unfortunately the 2300’s could not be used as originally desired to replace
the ME 318 single plane balancing labs. However the one 2300 enclosure built could
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be used in a ME 518 lab or for research in conjunction with the Spectraquest Gearbox
Simulator. The detection of bearing defect frequencies can be done asynchronously
so this set up could be used to analyze the gearbox data within System 1.
6.4 Bently Nevada 3701
After discovering that the lack of phase data and the inability of the 2300/20 to
perform its intended function for data acquisition in the ME 318 single plane balancing
lab, Bently Nevada donated an Adapt 3701/44 Vibration monitor.
Figure 6.7: Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701/44 Vibration Monitor
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This Monitor can read 12 dynamic channels and 2 Keyphasers which will enable one
monitor to provide data acquisition to 2 rotor kits with 4 proximity probes on each
rotor kit. Figure 6.8 shows a common ADAPT 3701 used for 4 channels on each
of two rotor kits. The increased channel capacity of the ADAPT 3701 allows it to
replace the ADRE 208 for both the ME 318 and ME 518 laboratory experiments.
Figure 6.8: Single ADAPT 3701/44 Common For Two RK-4 Rotor Kits
6.4.1 Configuration and Implementation
The ADAPT 3701/44 is initially configured in BNMC exactly like the 2300 in sec-
tion 6.3.1. However, instead of configuring for 2 channels the ADAPT 3701 will be
configured for 8 channels and two Keyphasers. A desk guide for configuration of the
3701 has been developed and is attached in appendix D. The network configuration is
much easier compared to the 2300/20 since the ADAPT 3701 supports dynamic host
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configuration protocol (DHCP) so a static exception is not required like the 2300.
However the MAC address still needs to be registered with Cal Poly. The MAC
Address for the ADAPT 3701/44 is printed on the side of of the Universal Monitor
Module and an Input Module must be removed to see it as shown in figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701/44 MAC Address Location
Once the MAC address is registered with Cal Poly, the 3701 can be plugged into any
network port within the vibrations lab since DHCP is supported. The wiring of the
3701 uses the terminal blocks for the dynamic signal inputs shown in figure 6.10. 3
wire shielded cabling was provided by Bently Nevada.
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Figure 6.10: Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701/44 Terminal Block Wiring
Setup
In an industrial setting each proximity probe has its own Proximiter assembly. The
ADAPT 3701 would normally act as the power source for each of those Proximiter
assemblies. However the rotor kits in the the lab use a common Proximiter assembly
for all 4 probes which receives power from the motor controller. Therefore the red
wire power port on each signal input terminal block should not be used or power will
be back fed into the motor controller and erratic speed control will occur. Only the
signal and ground inputs should be wired as shown in figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Bently Nevada RK-4 Proximeter Assembly Wiring for
ADAPT 3701
Figure 6.11 shows the red wire not connected to the power input of each proximity
probe output of the Proximiter assembly. The black wires are connected to each
ground and the white wires are used to carry the dynamic signal.
6.4.2 System 1 Integration
Once the ADAPT 3701 is wired to the Proximeter assemblies and configured for the
network, System 1 should now be able to connect with the 3701. For use in the Cal
Ploy Vibrations lab, the rotor kits will be modeled as between bearing pumps driven
by AC motors. An example of this machine model is shown in figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: System 1 Evo Machine Model for Rotor Kit 1
This figure shows the machine points already mapped but normally the machine
model is created then points are defined on the machine such as Inboard bearing (IB)
X and Y displacement and outboard bearing (OB) X and Y displacement. Then the
data acquisition channels from the ADAPT 3701 are mapped to the corresponding
points. The machine parameters can be configured to define states such as stopped,
slow roll, ramping, and running speed. The machine state in figure6.12 can be seen
as slow roll in the upper middle part of the screen. System 1 and the ADAPT 3701
will record data based off the set points and triggers defined for each machine state.
This data can then be viewed by using the plots tab. Under the plots tab seen in
figure 6.13, a bode plot of a ramp is shown. However the toolbars along the top and
right side allow any other plots to be displayed. The data in the display is controlled
by the timeline listed on the bottom or inputting a custom time frame for the ramp.
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Figure 6.13: System 1 Bode Plot Data from Rotor Kit 1 Ramp
The Bode plot shown in figure 6.13 above displays the 1X amplitude and phase of
the inboard X and Y sensors. These results show that this system is adequate for
use in a single plane balancing lab. In this scenario the RK1 pump was renamed as
CCW pump 1-1. The idea behind renaming the rotor kits was that the single-plane
balancing lab could be rewritten so that the students could balance to an ISO 1940-1
or API Balance Standard for the type of machine the rotor kit was modeled after.
In this case the Component Cooling Water Pumps at Diablo Canyon nuclear power
plant were used.
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Figure 6.14: System 1 Polar Plot from Rotor Kit 1 Ramp
Additionally polar plots of a transient, which are commonly used in the single plane
balancing lab can be shown in figure 6.14. These plots are useful as they provide a
more intuitive orientation of high spot\heavy spot locations.
Figure 6.15: System 1 Evo Orbit Plot from Waveform Data
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The ability to measure inboard and outboard sensors and the display of orbit and
Time waveform data in figure 6.15 shows that this would be sufficient for use in
the ME 518 two plane balancing lab and for use in measuring oil whirl\whip. The
waveform data collected can also be displayed in full spectrum plots in System 1 for
transient analysis.
The current state of the ADAPT 3701 integration is that the single 3701 remains
connected as seen in figure 6.8. Similar to what was constructed for the 2300/20, an
enclosure for the ADAPT 3701/44 and power supply still needs to be constructed.
A mounting location should be determined and constructed. Since one 3701 can
monitor two rotor kits, a second ADAPT 3701 should be acquired and Bently Nevada
previously said they would be willing to provide a second once the first 3701 was
configured and installed. A board or mount in between the two table could allow
each 3701 enclosure to be mounted on either side and still provide ample desk space.
Then instructions and integration of the use of System 1 in the laboratory manuals
must be provided. Additionally training for instructors on the use of system 1 and
common issues should be conducted. This platform of the ADAPT 3701/44 and
System 1 Evo has the capabilities to replace the ADRE 208 and ADRE for Windows
software allowing for the removal of the obsolete hardware and computer. Then the
rotordynamics labs can fully function on the Windows 10 OS with the normal school
network and the Cal Poly Vibrations lab will be more robust and in-line with the
latest in industry equipment.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary of Results
The core purpose of this thesis was replace the obsolete ADRE 208 and ADRE for
Windows system; however, the methods used to achieve that goal changed through-
out this thesis. Originally a robust Matlab App would be developed to interface with
the National Instruments cDAQ 9174 to provide Data acquisition for both the ME
318 and ME 518 rotor kit laboratory exercises. With the donation of four Bently
Nevada 2300/20 2-channel vibration monitors, the new method would be to use the
2300 monitors with System 1 Evo for the ME 318 single plane balancing lab and then
use the National Instruments DAQ and Matlab App for the ME 518 labs where more
than two channels were required. The App user interface was made to be more robust
and flexible with the use of different windows and sub menus. Enhanced triggering
and feedback loops were implemented which provided the front end user more versa-
tility and information about the progress of the DAQ which aids in troubleshooting.
A model was developed in Matlab for the fast and versatile creation of simulated
transient rotor proximity probe signals. This model would be used for the rapid
prototyping of vibration data analysis and collection codes within Matlab.
A Bently Nevada 2300/20 vibration monitor was configured for data collection and
connection to System 1 through the university network. A robust enclosure and mount
was constructed for the 2300 to maintain reliability of the system and ease of use for
students. Following the testing of the 2300 vibration monitor, it was determined that
they would not be suitable for use in the ME 318 single plane balancing lab due to
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the inability of the 2300 to acquire phase data. Following this discovery, a Bently
Nevada Adapt 3701/44 12-channel vibration monitor was donated to Cal Poly. The
ADAPT 3701 was configured and connected to System 1 Evo. It was determined
that the ADAPT 3701 was sufficient for use in the ME 318 and ME 518 labs and
would work as a full replacement for the obsolete ADRE 208 and ADRE for Windows
system.
7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 ADAPT 3701/44
One ADAPT 3701 has been configured and integrated with System 1; however, a long
term mounting solution and enclosure needs to be found for the ADAPT 3701, and a
second 3701 needs to be acquired and configured for use on the other two rotor kits.
Then System 1 Evo Clients need to be installed on the remaining computers at the
rotor kit tables to allow many students to access the System 1 server at one time.
Finally, instructions and integration of the use of System 1 in the laboratory manuals
must be provided and training for instructors on the use of system 1 and common
issues should be conducted. ADRE 208 and ADRE for Windows should remain in
place for an academic quarter or two so that all potential bugs with System 1 and
the 3701 can be addressed before it is fully relied upon.
7.2.2 Potential Uses for Bently Nevada 2300/20 and System 1
Although the 2300/20 vibration monitor was not adequate for the single plane bal-
ancing lab, it could be implemented in other ways in the vibrations lab. Future work
that could be conducted would set up a laboratory experiment using the Spectraquest
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Gearbox Simulator to analyze roller element bearings and gear tooth condition. This
could be done easily by re-configuring the Bently Nevada 2300/20 to read two ac-
celerometers mounted orthogonally near one of the gearbox bearings. Additionally
the Bently Nevada Scout could be used with a magnet mounted accelerometer to take
take data then uploaded to System 1 Evo. System 1 could then be used to analyze
Overall Acceleration, Velocity, High Frequency Detection, and Demodulation.
7.2.3 Matlab App Development and Rolling Element Bearing Analysis
Although the ADAPT 3701 is an adequate replacement for the ADRE 208, there is
still value in the work done on the Matlab App. Although the user interface app was
redesigned and triggering functions were added, many of underlying data acquisition
methods were not changed. Implementation of the methods described in Chapter 4
could transform the app into an efficient fully functioning vibration analyzer. Then
as a further exercise, capabilities for analyzing early stage bearing degradation could
be added into the Matlab App. These could then be compared to the measurements
made by System 1 such as Demodulation (enveloping) and HFD.
Enveloping is used to discern high frequency peaks due to the ringing out of defects
in bearing races. This typically is done by applying a high pass filter to remove low
frequencies, then using an enveloping filter or Hilbert transform to envelope any ring-
ing defects. Then an fft is applied to enveloped signal and the half spectra is analyzed
for bearing defect frequencies. Matlab has several built in functions for enveloping
which could be used and then compared to System 1’s equivalent measurement called
demodulation.
High Frequency Detection (HFD) could also be implemented into the app and com-
pared to System 1 results. HFD is one of the earliest indicators of early stage roller
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bearing degradation. The HFD value uses the response from the natural frequency
of the transducer mount as an indirect method of measuring subsurface fatigue in
a rolling element bearing. The HFD represents the total energy in the higher fre-
quency portion of the signal spectra, usually in the 4 to 40 khz range where the
natural frequency of the transducer mount typically resides. This value is often ef-
fected by many different factors other than bearing condition such as internal fits and
clearances, and transducer mounting methods. Therefore threshold values are not
typically prescribed for HFD monitoring but increasing trend values for HFD with-
out changes in vibration data collection methodologies or in machine configuration or
maintenance can indicate the earliest stage bearing degradation. The calculation of
this value could be performed in the same manner as the spectra derived amplitude
calculation in section 4.4.3 but instead of taking the root sum square of all amplitudes
over the whole spectra, the summation would be limited to the bins corresponding to
the 4 khz to 40 khz frequency range. Another potential method of calculation could
be the use of a high frequency band pass filter with a pass band in the 4-40khz range
then utilizing the Matlab RMS function to calculate the energy within that frequency
band. These calculations could then be applied compared with the results calculated
by System 1 using the SCOUT or 2300 Vibration Monitor for data acquisition.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
LIST OF VARIABLES
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Symbol Description (units)
A amplitude volts or mils
Amin minimum resolvable amplitude volts or mils
AV GS number of fft averages unitless
α ramp rate rad/sec2
BW fft bin width hertz
Ctotal total number of cycles
D shaft diameter mm or inches
f frequency hertz
fs sampling frequency hertz or samples/sec
fres frequency resolution hertz
fsynch synchronous sampling frequency hertz
Fmax frequency span hertz
FFTLines lines of resolution for fft unitless
FS full scale range mils
γ angle subtended by key slot radians
h key slot width mm or inches
n sampling multiplier unitless (normally n= 2.56)
N number of bits unitless
Ncycles number of revolutions for synchronous sample unit less
Nsamples number of samples unitless
OV LP fft sample window overlap percent
PW pulse width of keyphaser seconds
φ phase angle radians for calculations, colloquially in degrees
r frequency ratio unitless
Srev number of samples per revolution unitless
t time seconds
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tf final time seconds
ts sampling time span only for fft seconds
tst sampling total time span including averages and overlap seconds
tsynch synchronous sampling time span seconds
θ angular displacement radians
θtotal total angular displacement radians
ω running speed, rad/s for calculations, colloquially in hertz
ω0 initial rotor speed, rad/s for calculations, colloquially in hertz
ωf final rotor speed, rad/s for calculations, colloquially in hertz
ωn natural frequency, rad/s for calculations, colloquially in hertz
WF window factor unitless
ζ damping factor unitless
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Appendix B
BENTLY NEVADA 2300 DATASHEET
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2300 Vibration Monitors
Product Datasheet
Bently Nevada* Asset Condition Monitoring
Description
The 2300Vibration Monitors provide cost-effective continuous
vibration monitoring and protection capabilities for less critical
and spared machinery. They are specifically designed to
continuously monitor and protect essentialmedium to low
criticality machinery in a wide range of industries including: oil &
gas, power generation, water treatment, pulp and paper,
manufacturing, mining, cement, and other industries.
The 2300Vibration Monitors deliver vibration monitoring and
high vibration level alarming. They include two channels of
seismic or proximity measurement inputs fromvarious
accelerometer, Velomitor and Proximitor types, a speed input
channel for time-synchronousmeasurements, and outputs for
relay contacts. The 2300/20monitor features a configurable 4-
20mA output which interfacesmore points to a DCS. The
2300/25monitor features System1* connectivity for
Trendmaster SPA interfacewhich enables users to leverage
existing DSMSPA infrastructure.
The 2300Vibration Monitors are designed for use on a broad
range of machine trains or individual casings where the sensor
point count fits themonitor’s channel count and where
advanced signal processing is desired.
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Monitor Key Features
2300/20
l Two 4-20mA outputs with internal current loop
power supply.
l Continuous monitoring and protection
l Two acceleration/velocity/proximity inputs with
synchronized sampling for advanced diagnostics.
l One dedicated speed channel supporting Proximity
probes, Magnetic pickup and Proximity switch type
sensors.
l Supports process variable on all three input
channels.
l Key measurements (Acceleration pk, Acceleration
rms, Acceleration pk/rms, Velocity pk, Velocity rms,
Displacement pp, Displacement rms, Speed) real-
time provided with alarm configuration.
l Each channel has one measurement group and two
bandpass measurements.
l LCD and LED for real time value and status display.
l Ethernet 10/100 Base-T communication for
configuration using Bently Nevada Monitor
Configuration software (Included) with RSA
encryption.
l Local contacts for positive engagement of channel
bypass, configuration lockout, and reset.
l Two relay outputs with programmable setpoints.
l Three buffered transducer outputs (including
Keyphasor* signal) providing short circuit and EMI
protection. Buffered outputs for each signal are
through BNC connectors.
l Modbus® over Ethernet.
CAUTION: Two 4-20 mA outputs will NOT work
with external powered loop.
2300/25
l Trendmaster SPA interface.
l Continuous monitoring and protection.
l Two Acceleration/Velocity/Proximity inputs with
synchronized sampling for advanced diagnostics.
l One dedicated speed channel supporting Proximity
probes, Magnetic pickup and Proixmity switch type
sensor.
l Support process variable on all three input channels.
l Key measurements (Acceleration pk, Acceleration
rms, Acceleration pk/rms, Velocity pk, Velocity rms,
Displacement pp, Displacement rms, Speed) real-
time provided with alarm configuration.
l Each channel has one measurement group and two
bandpass measurements.
l LCD and LED for real time value and status display.
l Ethernet 10/100 Base-T communication for
configuration using Bently Nevada Monitor
Configuration software (included) with RSA
encryption.
l Local contacts for positive engagement of channel
bypass, configuration lockout, and reset.
l Two relay outputs with programmable setpoints.
l Three buffered transducer outputs (including
Keyphasor signal) providing short circuit and EMI
protection. Buffered outputs for each signal are
through BNC connectors.
l Modbus® over Ethernet.
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Specifications
INPUTS
POWER INPUT
DC Input 18~36VDC, max 7.5W
CHANNEL TYPES
ICP Accelerometers
Configurable
Bandpass filter: 0.2 Hz to 20 kHz
Scale Factor range 5 to 1000 mV/g
Full scale range 2 to 80 g peak
Current Sink Source 3.3 mA ± 5%
Open Circuit Voltage -21 to -24 VDC
Velocity
Configurable
Bandpass filter 0.2 Hz to 20 kHz
Scale Factor range 5 to 1000 mV/in/s
Full scale range 0 to 50 in/s peak
Radial Vibration
Configurable
Bandpass filter 0.2 Hz to 20 kHz
Scale Factor range 5 to 1000 mV/mil
Full scale range 0 to 160 mil peak-peak
Thrust Channel
Scale Factor range 5 to 1000 mV/mil
Process Variable Channel
Support most of unit with default on Temperature
Channel Hardware Specification
Configurable Upper
OK limit -0.25 to -22 V (greater than lowerOK)
Configurable Lower
OK limit -0.25 to -22 V (less than upperOK)
Accuracy: +1% of full scale range
Independent 24-bit ADCs on input channels
Supports Bently transducer or 2/3 wires custom
transducer for Accelerometers, Velomitor and Proximitor.
Speed/Keyphasor
Keyphasor transducers support multiple events per
revolution and event ratios for speed inputs up to 20 kHz.
Threshold voltage
resolution 0.1VDC
Proximity Transducer Interface
Supply Voltage -22.8 to –25.2 VDC
Maximum Rated
Current 15 mA
Short Circuit Current 15.1 mA to 23.6 mA
Accuracy ±1% of full scale range
Input Impedance 3-wire Voltage Mode, 10 kΩ
Rpm range 1 to 120,000
Proximity Switch Interface
Supply Voltage -10 to -24 VDC
Lower Not Ok limit -2.75 ±0.05 V
Rpm range 1 to 60,000
Magnetic Pick up
Input voltage up to ±125V (250Vp-p)
Rpm range 200 to 120,000
Contact Inputs
Monitor provides 3
contact capabilities
with input terminals
Configuration lock
Latched alarm/relay reset function
Monitor Alarm/Relay Inhibit
Activate 0 to 10 kΩ
De-activate 150 kΩ to infinite
Button Inputs
External button to reset latched alarm and relay
One buried button
provides 3 functions
l Display monitor information
l LCD contrast adjustment
l Reset settings to default
Display Monitor Information
Reset listed settings
to Default
l User account name
l IP Address
l FW/HW version
Jumper between COM & Chassis GND
Jumpers are 2-pin terminal interfaces that connects COM
to the Chassis ground (GND).
Alternatively, COM can be connected to an earth ground
separately through a terminal.
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OUTPUTS
Buffered Output
Three buffered outputs are
available on the monitor
through BNC connectors
2 Vibration Outputs
1 Speed Output
Relay
Relays provide two dry-
contact outputs
May be normally energized
or de-energized
No output feedback
determination
Relay circuit specification in Non-Hazardous area:
Type Single pole, double throw
Sealing Epoxy sealed
Contact life
100,000 cycles @ 5 amps
250 VAC    
200,000 @ 1 amp, 24 VDC
Insulation resistance          1000 MΩminimum@ 500VDC
Relay closed contact
resistance 1 Ωmaximum
Relay open contact
resistance 1 MΩminimum
Maximum switched contact
voltage 250V AC /250V DC
Maximum breaking contact
current 6A @250VAC / 6A @24VDC
Maximum switched power 1500VA AC / 150 Watts DC
Relay circuit specification in Hazardous area:
Maximum switched contact
voltage and current
6A @24VAC / 5A @30VAC /
5.8A @24VDC / 4A @30VDC
4-20mA Output (2300/20)
Two 4-20mA outputs with internal current loop power
supply
4 to 20mA output values are proportional to the full-scale
of the associated measurement.
Software configuration may determine the varible of each
output.
Voltage compliance: 0 to +12Vdc range across load
Load resistance: 0 to 600Ω
Resolution: 0.3662uA
Accuracy: 1% over operating temperature range
Update rate: 100ms
Configurable with default 2mA clamp current
No output feedback determination
CAUTION: Two 4-20 mA outputs will NOT work with
external powered loop.
SPA Output (2300/25)
Input signal range
High AC: 8Vpp
Low AC: 1.6Vpp
DC GAP: 0 to -20Vdc (max
measurable AC signal is
1Vpp).
Accuracy
High/Low AC: ±1% of Full-
Scale at 100Hz
DC GAP: ±0.5V (measurable
AC accuracy: ±20mV)
Frequency response 10Hz to 3000Hz ±5%
LEDs
OK Indicates when the monitoris operating properly.
Protection fault
Indicates hardware fault that
is impacting alarm
determination.
User inhibit
Indicates the alarm/relays
have been intentionally
inhibited from operation.
Bypass Indicates user initiatedbypass action.
Relay status Indicates if relays have beenactivated.
TX/RX
Indicates the Ethernet status
and monitor communicating
with remote software.
SPEED/AUX channel status
Indicates the speed channel
has valid speed signal input
OR operating correctly when
AUX.
Channel Alarm Status
Alert LED: engages if any
channel is in alert state .
Danger LED: engages if any
channel is in danger state.
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LCD Display
Allows viewing machine speed, vibration measurements
value, setpoints, and configuration information.
COMMUNICATIONS
Ethernet
Ethernet, 10Base-T and
100Base-TX.  Conforms to
IEEE802.3
RJ-45 for 10Base-
T/100Base-TX Ethernet
cabling
Cable length: 100 meters
(328 ft.) maximum
ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS
Operating Temperature -30 °C to +65 °C(-22 °F to +149 °F)
Storage Temperature -40 °C to +85 °C(-40 °F to +185 °F)
Humidity Up to 95%, non-condensing
Vibration Limitation 3g
Battery Life for Real Time
Clock
Powered: 38 years @ 50°C
(122 °F)
Un-powered: 12 years @
50°C (122 °F)
COMPLIANCE AND CERTIFICATIONS
General and Electrical Safety
UL Std. No. 61010 (3rd Edition)
CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1-12
2014/35/EU Low Voltage
EN61010-1: 2010
European Community Directives
LV Directive 2014/35/EU
EMC
EN61000-6-2 Immunity for Industrial Environments
EN61000-6-4 Emissions for Industrial Environments
EN61326-1 Electrical equipment for measurement, control and
laboratory use - EMC requirements
HAZARDOUS AREA APPROVAL
For a detailed listing of country and product specific
approvals, refer to the Approvals Quick Reference Guide
(document 108M1756) located at the following website:
www.GEmeasurement.com
CSA/NRTL/C
Class I, Division 2/Zone 2
AEx nA nC [ic] IIC T4 Gc
Class I, Division 2, Groups A,B,C & D; T4
ATEX/IECEx
2300/20
II 3G
Ex nA nC [ic] IIC T4 Gc
T4@ -30°C < Ta < 65°C (-22°F < +149°F)
2300/25
II 3G
Ex nA nC ic [ic] IIC T4 Gc
T4@ -30°C <Ta <65°C (-22°F < +149°F)
Intrinsic Safety Parameters
Proximitor Transducer Uo: 24V; Io: 46mA; Co: 200nF;Lo: 1mH
Accelerometer Transducer Uo: 24V; Io: 3.3mA; Co:200nF; Lo: 1mH
SPA POWER (2300/25 Only) Ui=15V; Ii=150mA;Pi=560mW; Ci=0; Li=0
SPA SIGNAL (2300/25 Only) Ui=12V; Ii=12mA; Pi=36mW;Ci=0; Li=0
PHYSICAL
Dimensions (Width x Depth x
Height)
127mm x 127mm x 76.2mm
(5in x 5in x 3in)
Weight 1.03kg (2.26lbs)
Mounting Panel mount or DIN rail(adapter included)
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Ordering Information
For a detailed listing of country and product
specific approvals, refer to the Approvals Quick
Reference Guide (document 108M1756) located
at the following website:
www.GEmeasurement.com.
2300 Series Vibration Monitor
2300/20-AA: Monitor with 4-20ma Outputs
(including DIN railmount assembly, manual and
monitor configuration software)
AA: Approvals Option
00 None
02Multiple Explosive Atmosphere Certifications
(ATEX/IECEx/CSA)
2300/25-AA:  Monitor with SPA Outputs
(including DIN railmount assembly, manual and
monitor configuration software)
AA: Approvals Option
00 None
02Multiple Explosive Atmosphere Certifications
(ATEX/IECEx/CSA)
2300/20_KIT-AAA-BB: Bently Nevada 2300/20
Condition Monitoring System Kit
AAA: Configuration
001 2 Sensors and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/20 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
2 - Accelerometer sensors (200350)
2 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cables (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24 VDC power
supply 1)
002 1 Sensor and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/20 or 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
1 - Accelerometer sensor (200350)
1 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
003 2 Sensors
1 - 2300/20 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
2 - Accelerometer sensors (200350)
2 - 12 ft. (3.6m) cables (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
004 2 Velomitors and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/20 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
2 - Velomitor sensors (330500)
2 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
005 1 Velomitor and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/20 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
1 - Velomitor sensor (330500)
1 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cable (9571)
Document: 105M0340
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(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
006 2 Velomitors
1 - 2300/20 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
2 - Velomitor sensors (330500)
2 - 12 ft. (3.6 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
BB: Approvals Option
00None
02Multiple Explosive Atmosphere Certifications
(ATEX/IECEx/CSA
2300/25_KIT-AAA-BB: Bently Nevada 2300/25
Condition Monitoring System Kit
AAA: Configuration
001 2 Sensors and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
2 - Accelerometer sensors (200350)
2 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cables (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24 VDC power
supply 1)
002 1 Sensor and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
1 - Accelerometer sensor (200350)
1 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
003 2 Sensors
1 - 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
2 - Accelerometer sensors (200350)
2 - 12 ft. (3.6m) cables (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
004 2 Velomitors and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
2 - Velomitor sensors (330500)
2 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
005 1 Velomitor and 1 Housing
1 - 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
1 - Housing Kit: 105M6193-01 (fiberglass
housing for nonhazardous area) or
105M6193-02 (stainless steel housing for
hazardous area) 12 x 14 in.
1 - Velomitor sensor (330500)
1 - 17 ft. (5.2 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
006 2 Velomitors
1 - 2300/25 Monitor
1 - 6 ft. (1.8 m) shielded Ethernet cable
2 - Velomitor sensors (330500)
2 - 12 ft. (3.6 m) cable (9571)
(Excluding Keyphasor sensor and 24VDC power
supply1)
Document: 105M0340
Rev. P
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BB: Approvals Option
00None
02Multiple Explosive Atmosphere Certifications
(ATEX/IECEx/CSA
System 1:
2300/20 can interface to System1V16.2 or higher
for expanded condition monitoring and analysis.
System1 software and the 2300device
connectivity (P/N 3071/13) are sold separately.
Refer to document 108M5214 for System1
detailed information.
3071/13-AA-BB: System12300 Series Device
Import
AA: Not available for 2300 monitor
00
BB: Quantity of 2300Monitoring Systems
## - Numeric [1->n]
1Provided are 3 kinds of power supplies with
different temperature and power ranges. Verify
Accessories below for the details.
Accessories
106M7607-01 Power supply for DIN rail
mounting, 100/240AC to
24DC/1.5ACertifications (ATEX) (-
25°C ~70°C, 35*99*95 mm) (One
power can drive max 4 monitors)
110M7102-01 Power supply for DIN rail
mounting, 100/240AC to
24DC/1.3ACertifications (CID2 by
UL) (-25°C ~70°C, 22.5*99*107
mm) (One power can drive max 4
monitors.)
106M6694-01 Power supply for DIN rail
mounting, 110/220AC to
24VDC/5ACertifications (ATEX,
IECEx, CID2 by UL) (-40°C ~70°C,
40*130*125 mm) (One power can
drive max 10 monitors.)
105M6193-02 Stainless Steel Housing for 2300
KIT (can be used in hazardous
area)
105M6193-01 Fiberglass NEMA 4X/IP66
weatherproof housing with
window in door (includes mounting
plate for monitor)
Dimensions:
Width: 338.3 mm (13.3 in)
Height: 389.1 mm (15.3 in)
Depth: 209.8 mm (8.2 in)
(used in nonhazardous area)
105M6193-02 Weatherproof Housing
Document: 105M0340
Rev. P
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105M6193-01 Weatherproof Housing
200350 Accelerometer Sensor
AM3100T2-Z2 Accelerometer Sensor
Document: 105M0340
Rev. P
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330400/330425 Accelerometer Sensor
330500 Velomitor
330505 Velomitor
330525 Velomitor
190501 Velomitor
Document: 105M0340
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100M0741 Proximity Switch
284947 Magnetic Pickup
Proximity Transducer System
Refer to proximity transducer systemdatasheet
for details.
172036 3300 5mm
141194-01 3300XL 8mm
146256-01 3300XL 11mm
147385-01 3300XL NSV
02120015 Bulk Cable fromProximity sensor tomonitor (500 ft.)
9571-AA* Low cost cable for accelerometer
AA: From “02” to “99” Increments of 1.0 foot
84661-AA* Armored cable for 2 -wiretransducer
AA: From “03” to “99” Increments of 1.0 foot
CB2W100-AAA Cable for 2 -wire transducer
Note: The CB2W100 cable is not
recommended for usewith the 200350
Accelerometer. The O-ring will not forma proper
seal with the accelerometer.
AAA:
0 1 5 15 ft. (4.8 m)
0 3 2 32 ft. (9.8 m)
0 6 4 64 ft. (19.5 m)
1 1 2 112 ft. (34.1 m)
1 2 5 125 ft. (38.1 m)
1 5 0 150 ft. (45.7 m)
2 0 0 200 ft. (61.0 m)
2 5 0 250 ft. (76.2 m)
Splash Proof Cable for 2-wire transducer
9571 Mod : 285031-AA* Cable for 2-wire
extension with Splash Proof Connection. This
cable assembly provides an equivalent IP66 level
of protection.
Note: For Proximitor 3300-NSV and
Accelerometer 330400 need metal conduit for
conducted RF performance.
Note: Cable lengths greater than 30meters
(100 feet) will experience some attenuation of
amplitudes at higher frequencies when using the
AM3100T2-Z2Accelerometer.
Document: 105M0340
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AA :
16 16 ft. (4.8 m)
32 32 ft. (9.8 m)
64 64 ft. (19.5 m)
286244 Magnetic mounting base ¼-
28 threaded hole
Ethernet Cables
138131-AAA Standard 10 Base-T/100 Base-TX
Shielded Category 5 Cable with RJ-45
connectors (solid conductor)
AAA: Cable Length
006 6 ft. (1.8 m)
010 0 10 ft. (3.0 m)
025 25 ft. (7.6 m)
040 40 ft. (12.2 m)
050 50 ft. (15.2 m)
075 75 ft. (22.9 m)
085 85 ft. (25.9 m)
100 1 0 0 ft. (30.5 m)
Spares
105M6203-01 35mm DIN rail mount and
screws (included with
2300/20 monitor)
106M3210 10-pin 4-20mA output
connector
106M2223 5-pin contact input
connector (Alarm Reset)
106M3408 5-pin contact input
connector (Alarm Inhibit,
Config lock)
106M3211 16-pin transducer input
connector
106M3212 6-pin relay output connector
106M2231 3-pin power input connector
Accessories
02120015 Bulk Cable from Proximitysensor to monitor (500 ft.)
9571-AA* Low cost cable for 2-wiretransducer
 Software
100M9465-01 BN Monitor Configuration
SW/FW DVD
-BNMC version 5.2 or greater
-2300 series monitor
firmware
(DVD includes 2300 Series
Software Guide)
Additional Information
2300 Series Operation and MaintenanceManual
(Document 105M0341)
2300 Field Wiring Diagram (Document 106M5801)
2300 Series Software Guide (Document 107M7626)
2300 Series Monitor Installation Guide (Document
121M3029)
https://www.gemeasurement.com/condition-
monitoring-and-protection/distributed-
monitoring/bently-nevada-2300-series-vibration
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Graphs and Figures
2300 Series Monitor Recommended Clearance
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Wiring Diagram
2300/20 Wiring Diagram
Note: 2300/20 and 2300/25 use the same interface connector for recorder output or SPA output.
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2300/25 Wiring Diagram
Note: 2300/20 and 2300/25 use the same interface connector for recorder output or SPA
output.
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Bently Nevada* Asset Condition Monitoring 
ADAPT 3701/44 Aeroderivative Monitor 
 
 
 
 
 
3701/44 Simplex 
 
 
 
3701/44 Duplex 
 
 
Advanced Distributed Architecture Platform 
Technology - ADAPT 
GE’s Bently Nevada* Advanced Distributed Architecture Platform Technology, or 
ADAPT 3701, is a family of compact, high performance safety and machinery 
protection and condition monitoring solutions. ADAPT products are targeted at 
specific assets and applications, and excel at the intensive signal processing 
necessary to identify early indicators of machine failure modes long before an 
alarm. 
Description 
The 3701/44 ADAPT Aero Monitor is specifically designed for protection and 
condition monitoring on aeroderivative gas turbines and their driven equipment. 
The 3701/44 is optimized for the signal processing required on aero gas turbines 
such as 1X order tracking of casing vibration at multiple rotor speeds, narrow 
band high order filtering, multiple bandpass filters on a single sensor and 
combustion dynamic pressure pulsation measurement. . The 3701/44 with dual 
redundant (DR) processor modules is designed for protection on critical rotating 
machinery. 
The 3701/44 has a rugged industrial design allowing it to be skid mounted close 
to the machine and reduce installation wiring.  Its compact small size provides 
more mounting options compared to traditional rack based solutions.  It is 
capable of accepting a wide array of sensor types, including eddy current 
proximity probes, charge-coupled accelerometers, Integrated Circuit 
Piezoelectric Sensors (IEPE), velocity, acceleration, dynamic pressure, and 
magnetic speed pick-ups.  
ADAPT 3701 is configured and validated with Bently Nevada Monitor 
Configuration (BNMC) software. BNMC is a simple and powerful configuration 
and validation environment used for the 3701/44 Aero Monitor. It is ordered 
separately and is required for operation. 
The 3701/44 Aeroderivative Monitor is a self-contained device that is ordered 
with a single part number for either a simplex or duplex terminal base and is 
made up of the following major components:  
Part Quantity Required in each 3701/44 
3701 Simplex Terminal Base 1 
3701 Processor Module 1 
3701 Input Module 1 or 2 
3701 Output Module 1 or none 
 
Part Quantity Required in each 3701/44 
3701 Duplex Terminal Base 1 
3701 Processor Module 2 
3701 Input Module 1 or 2 
3701 Output Module 1 or none 
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3701/44 Overview 
The 3701/44 is a robust, compact, self-contained 
12-channel device with sophisticated signal 
processing capability and with a form-factor 
suitable for distribution close to machinery. The 
ADAPT Aero has a modular construction that 
allows field changing of components and is fully-
configurable.  It combines protection and 
condition monitoring (CM) in a single package.  
With the ability to define measurements and 
alarms within the monitor itself, it can act as a 
stand-alone protection and CM system.  There is 
no need for any interaction with external software 
to trigger or control the monitor during operation.  
The 3701/44 DR Machinery Dynamics Monitor is a 
compact, field mountable, vibration protection 
system that utilizes dual redundant processor 
modules. 
In the DR version, each processor module is 
identically configured and redundantly digitizes 
and processes all sensor inputs, executes identical 
logic, and each processor module independently 
drives separate alarm relays. 
3701 Digital Communications 
The 3701/44 has two independent Ethernet 
physical RJ45 connections per CPU for digital 
communication with Bently Nevada software 
products hosted on network computers and plant 
automation systems.  It uses a proprietary 
Ethernet protocol for communicating with 
System1* Evolution software and the BNMC 
configuration software.   
The 3701/44 includes two Ethernet ports per CPU 
which provide Ethernet TCP/IP communications 
capabilities.  Standard industrial protocols are: 
• Modbus TCP/IP 
Modbus over Ethernet is available for 
connection to HMI’s, unit control systems, 
or other plant automation equipment. The 
3701 can only be configured as a server. 
• Ethernet Global Data (EGD) 
EGD is a GE protocol used on Mark VI and 
Mark Vie controllers and by GE 
Programmable Automation Controllers 
and certain 3rd party automation 
equipment. 
3701/44 System Description 
The 3701/44 monitor is powered by single or dual 
redundant external +24 V DC power.  It consists of 
four main physical components: the terminal base 
(single or dual), one or two processor modules, one or 
two input modules, and an output module. 
 
The terminal base is the mounting platform for the 
monitor. The different modules install into the terminal 
base and two pluggable field wiring termination blocks 
plug into the terminal base. Sensor wiring terminates on 
the wiring blocks and terminations for discrete inputs 
(Reset, Trip Multiply, etc.) terminate directly on the base 
but on the opposite side from sensor wiring. 
The processor module is the monitor’s CPU. It is the 
center of the logic and signal processing for the monitor.  
There are two terminal base configurations: 
• A simplex base, which contains 1 CPU processor 
card  
• A duplex base which contains 2 CPU processor 
cards.   
The use of 2 processor cards allows for redundancy for 
all the dynamic measurements; both processors have 
access to all signal channels from each input module. 
The input modules are the interface to the sensors. Each 
input module type covers multiple sensor varieties but 
due to the number of sensor types there are different 
input modules. The input modules condition the analog 
sensor signals for delivery to A/D conversion on the 
processor module. The input modules are simple, 
reliable, analog circuitry but with a simple 
microcontroller (outside the protection path) to provide 
diagnostics and fault detection on each module. 
Buffered transducer outputs are provided at a multi-pin 
Dsub connector on each input module. An accessory 
cable is available to fan the buffered outs to BNC or 
ADRE 408 Dspi compatible connectors. 
The output modules are for monitor outputs such as 
relay contacts or 4- 20 mA analog outputs. At the current 
time only the 8-Channel Relay Output Module is 
available. It contains 8 programmable SPDT relays and a 
dedicated monitor Protection Fault (OK) Relay. Relay logic 
is created in the BNMC software using the graphical logic 
editor. 
Processor Module 
The processor module, or CPU module, performs A/D 
conversion, digital signal processing, alarm and logic 
processing, and communications to GE Bently Nevada 
software and plant automation systems. The CPU 
module employs sophisticated diagnostics and fault 
detection processing to enhance reliability, availability, 
and maintainability of the protection and monitoring 
system. 
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Input Modules 
3701 Proximitor* Accelerometer* Aeroderivative (PAA) 
Input Module 
The 3701 PAA input module is a 6-channel + 
Keyphasor/speed input module that interfaces to 
a variety of sensors such as: -24 Volt Proximitor 
sensors, -24 Volt 3-wire Accelerometers, Charge-
Amplifiers, and differential output Aeroderivative 
Interface Modules used with charge-coupled hi-
temp accelerometers or dynamic pressure 
sensors. 
Any of the PAA’s six channels (1 – 6) can be 
independently configured for one of the supported 
transducers. Each PAA supports one dedicated 
Keyphasor or speed measurement on channel 7 
that is configurable for Proximitor sensors or 
magnetic pick-ups. A 2-wire, galvanically isolated, 
hi-impedance input is available for magnetic pick-
up speed sensors. The isolated input eliminates 
potential ground loops that can occur when speed 
sensors are shared between the vibration system 
and other instrumentation. 
3701 Proximitor Accelerometer Velomitor* (PAV) Input 
Module  
The 3701 PAV input module is a 6-channel + 
Keyphasor/speed input module that interfaces to 
a variety of sensors such as: -24 Volt Proximitor 
sensors, -24 Volt 3-wire Accelerometers, Velomitor 
sensors, and constant current 2-wire sensors that 
are compatible with the -24 Volt 2-wire Velomitor 
interface. 
Any of the PAV’s six channels ( 1 – 6) can be 
independently configured for one of the supported 
transducers. Each PAV supports one dedicated 
Keyphasor or speed measurement on channel 7 
that is configurable for Proximitor sensors or 
magnetic pick-ups.  
3701 Positive (PoV) Input Module  
The 3701 PoV input module is a 6-channel + 
Keyphasor/speed input module that interfaces to 
a variety of positively powered sensors such as:  
+24 V Proximitor sensors, +24 V Interface modules, 
and 2 wire IEPE sensors using 3.3 mA constant 
current.   
Any of the PoV's six channels (1-6) can be 
independently configured for one of the supported 
transducers.  Each PoV supports one dedicated 
negatively powered Keyphasor or speed 
measurement on channel 7 that is configurable for 
Proximitor sensors or magnetic pick-ups. 
Output Modules 
3701 8-Channel Relay Output Module 
The 3701 8-Ch Relay Output Module provides 8 SPDT 
relay outputs or 4 "virtual" DPDT outputs and a dedicated 
Protection Fault relay.  Relay logic is user programmable 
in the BNMC software using the graphical logic editor. 
The processor module operates on the relay logic to 
drive relay state.  
The Protection Fault relay is a normally energized SPDT 
relay that will de-energize on fault conditions that can 
compromise the monitor’s availability to protect 
machinery. The protection fault relay is similar to a 
traditional OK relay but certain conditions that do not 
compromise protection will not cause the Protection 
Fault relay to de-energize.  
The relays are configured for Normally De-Energized 
(NDE) or Normally Energized (NE) in four banks of two 
relays each using a switch on the relay module. 
Relay wiring terminates on the output module using 
pluggable connectors and exits on the opposite side of 
the monitor from the sensor inputs. 
In dual redundant operation, processor module one 
drives relays 1, 3, 5, and 7 and processor module two 
drives relays 2, 4, 6, and 8. The relay alarm logic is 
identical. External connection to an Emergency 
Shutdown Device can use a 1oo2 or 2oo2 configuration 
depending on the user’s needs. Users are recommended 
to perform a system analysis using functional safety 
methods (IEC 61511, IEC 61508 or ISA SP84) before 
selecting a voting scheme. 
Terminal Base 
3701 Simplex and Duplex Terminal Bases 
The term “simplex terminal base” identifies, or 
distinguishes this type of terminal base as one with a 
single (simplex) processor module as opposed to a dual 
(or duplex) terminal base with two processor modules.  
The 3701 simplex terminal base is the mounting and 
installation component of the monitor. It supports a 
single processor module, one or two input modules, and 
an output module. 
The terminal base mounts to a bulkhead, or enclosure or 
wall sub-panel using the four mounting holes at the 
corners of the base. Mount vertically for optimal 
convection cooling. 
The duplex terminal base is similar in function to the 
simplex terminal base except that it has two CPU 
processor modules instead of one.  The extra CPU 
module allows the user to use the two input modules 
redundantly.  Both CPU modules have access to all the 
signal channels from each of the input modules. 
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Terminal base features: 
 
• Two pluggable terminal blocks provide 
sensor wiring terminations that are 
individually marked for the sensor wire 
type. The termination blocks can be 
removed for wiring ease or maintenance 
work and, when installed, are fixed in 
place with a locking mechanism. 
• A dedicated connection terminal for single 
point connection to system earth. 
• A single point earth connection switch to 
separate physical (chassis) earth from 
system common (instrument earth) to 
enable system common connection to an 
external intrinsic safety earth. 
• Primary and secondary connectors for 
single or redundant +24 V DC power input.  
• Six discrete inputs (DI) for dedicated dry 
contact DIs: Trip Multiply, Alarm/Relay 
Inhibit, Latch Reset, Special Alarm Inhibit, 
Run Mode, and IP/Account reset. There 
are two sets of these six inputs on the 
dual terminal base. 
 
Channel Types, Sensors, and Measurements 
The 3701/44 Aero Monitor supports a set of 
standard channel types and the common sensors 
used with those channel types as well as custom 
configurable sensors. Support for sensor types is 
dependent on input module type as listed in tables 
located below in this datasheet section. Each 
channel type has default measurements that can 
be enabled or disabled and each channel type can 
have user customizable nX and bandpass 
measurements added to the channel and then 
customized to the application. 
 
The 3701/44 can have up to 12 vibration input 
channels (Six per input module) and 2 
Keyphasor/Speed inputs (One per input module). 
The monitor supports the channel types listed 
here: 
• Acceleration 
• Dynamic Pressure 
• Radial Vibration 
• Thrust Position 
• Velocty 
• Keyphasor/Speed 
 
The aeroderivative core section of an aero gas 
turbine is typically monitored by high-temperature 
charge-coupled accelerometers that connect to a 
package mounted  interface module consisting of 
a charge amplifier, signal conditioning, and both 
acceleration and velocity analog outputs. The 
acceleration and velocity inputs are treated as their 
respective channel types in the aero monitor.  
Channel Type support by Input Module 
Input 
Module 
Channel Types 
PAA 
Channels 1-6 
Acceleration 
Dynamic Pressure 
Radial Vibration 
Thrust Position 
Velocity 
PAA Channel 7 Keyphasor/Speed (Proximitors, single 
and multi-event, or Isolated Mag 
pickup, single and multi-event) 
PAV 
Channels 1-6 
Acceleration 
Dynamic Pressure 
Radial Vibration 
Thrust Position 
Velocity 
PAV Channel 7 Keyphasor/Speed (Proximitors, single 
and multi-event or Mag pickup, single 
and multi-event) 
PoV 
Channels 1-6 
Acceleration 
Dynamic Pressure 
Radial Vibration 
Thrust Position 
Velocity 
PoV Channel 7 Keyphasor/Speed (Proximitors, single 
and multi-event or Mag pickup, single 
and multi-event). 
 
PAA and PAV channels 1–6 can also be configured to 
support an additional Keyphasor input provided it is a 
single event per revolution, less than 5000 rpm, and uses 
a Proximitor sensor.  This cannot be done with the PoV 
module. 
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Input Module compatibility with acceleration inputs  
Input 
Module 
Accelerometer or Accelerometer 
Interface Module 
PAA 155023-01 High Freq 200g Accel I/F 
Module 
23733-03 Accel I/F Module 
24145-02 High-Freq Accel I/F Module 
330400 100 mV/g Accelerometer 
330425 25 mV/g Accelerometer 
330450 High Temp Accelerometer 
350501 Acceleration Charge Amplifier 
350900 High Temp Velocity & Acceleration 
49578-01 Accel I/F Module 
86497 RR Accel I/F Module 
86517 Aero Accel I/F Module (Differential 
Input) 
Custom 
PAV 155023-01 High Freq 200g Accel I/F 
Module 
23733-03 Accel I/F Module 
24145-02 High-Freq Accel I/F Module 
330400 100 mV/g Accelerometer 
330425 25 mV/g Accelerometer 
330450 High Temp Accelerometer 
350501 Acceleration Charge Amplifier 
49578-01 Accel I/F Module 
Custom 
PoV GSI 122, 124 and 127 Galvanic Interface 
Unit 
TP100 Commtest Accelerometer 
TP500 Commtest Accelerometer 
200350 Accelerometer 
200355 Accelerometer 
786-500 Wilcoxon Accelerometer 
626B02PCB Accelerometer 
HS-170 Hansford Accelerometer 
HS-100F series Hansford Accelerometer 
CMSS-2100 SKF Accelerometer 
351M35 PCB Accelerometer 
 
Input Module compatibility with velocity inputs 
Input 
Module 
Velomitors and interface modules 
PAA 350900 HTVAS (Velocity) 
86497 RR I/F Module (Velocity) 
86517 Aero I/F Module (Velocity – 
differential input) 
Custom 
PAV 330500 Velomitor 
330525 Velomitor XA 
190501 Velomitor CT 
330750 High Temp Velomitor 
330752 High Temp Velomitor 
330505 Low Freq Velocity Sensor 
330530 Radiation Resistant Velomitor 
Custom 
PoV HS-160 Velocity Sensor 
 
Input Module compatibility with Proximitor sensors 
Input 
Module 
Proximitor Sensor 
PAA or PAV 
 
 
PoV 
(Keyphasor) 
3300XL 8 & 11 mm 
3300XL NSV 
3300 RAM Proximitor 
3300 5 & 8 mm 
3300 16 mm HTPS 
7200 5, 8, 11, 14 mm 
3000 (-24 Volt) 
Custom 
Input Module compatibility with dynamic pressure inputs 
Input 
Module 
Dynamic Pressure Sensor 
PAA 3-Wire (Com/Sig/-24VDC) 350500 DPCA or 
Modified 86517 I/F 
PAV 3-Wire (Com/Sig/-24VDC) 350500 DPCA or 
Modified 86517 I/F 
PoV 2-wire PCB 121A21 
2-wire PCB 121A44 
2-wire PCB 121A22 
Measurements 
Each channel type has a set of default measurements 
typical of the channel type. In addition, user 
customizable nX vectors and bandpass measurements 
may be added to each channel. 
 
The number of measurements that can be added and 
enabled depends on the signal processing capability of 
the processor module. There is no limitation, other than 
processor performance, to the number of measurements 
that can be added to a single channel or across all 
channels. A performance calculator in the BNMC 
software provides feedback during the configuration 
process on performance margin as measurements are 
added or removed and their attributes modified. 
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Default Measurements by Channel Type 
Input 
Type 
Meas.  (2)Configurable Attributes 
RV 
Direct Full scale range 
Units (mils or µm peak-peak or 
rms) 
High pass corner frequency 
Low pass corner frequency 
High pass filter order (1,2,4,6, or 
8th ) 
Low pass filter order (1, 2, 4, 6, or 
8th) 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
1X Full scale range 
Keyphasor association 
Integer or non-integer order in 
increments of 0.1x from 0.1x to 
100x (phase not valid for non-
integer orders). 
Units (mils or µm peak-peak or 
drms) 
Clamp value (amplitude and 
phase)  
2X Full scale range 
Keyphasor association 
Integer or non-integer order in 
increments of 0.1x from 0.1x to 
100x (phase not valid for non-
integer orders). 
Units (mils or µm peak-peak or 
drms) 
Clamp value (amplitude and 
phase)  
Gap Low Pass Corner Frequency 
Clamp Value (Volts) 
Accel, 
Velocit
y 
Direct Full scale range 
Units (English or metric, peak or 
rms) 
High pass corner frequency 
Low pass corner frequency 
High pass filter order (1,2,4,6, or 
8th ) 
Low pass filter order (1, 2, 4, 6, or 
8th) 
Clamp value (amplitude)  
Integrated 
1X Full scale range 
Keyphasor association 
Integer or non-integer order in 
increments of 0.1x from 0.1x to 
100x (phase not valid for non-
integer orders). 
Units (English or metric, peak or 
drms) 
Clamp value (amplitude and 
phase)  
Integrated 
2X Full scale range 
Keyphasor association 
Integer or non-integer order in 
increments of 0.1x from 0.1x to 
100x (phase not valid for non-
integer orders). 
Units (English or metric, peak or 
drms) 
Clamp value (amplitude and 
phase)  
Integrated 
Bias Low Pass Corner Frequency 
Clamp Value (Volts) 
Thrust 
Position Full scale range 
Units (mils or µm peak-peak or 
rms) 
Low pass corner frequency 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
Gap Low Pass Corner Frequency 
Clamp Value (Volts) 
Dynam 
Press. 
Pressur
e 
Full scale range 
Units (psi or mbar peak-peak, dpp 
or rms) 
High pass corner frequency 
Low pass corner frequency 
High pass filter order (1,2,4,6, or 
8th ) 
Low pass filter order (1, 2, 4, 6, or 
8th) 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
Band-
pass 
Full scale range 
Units (psi or mbar peak-peak or 
rms) 
High pass corner frequency 
Low pass corner frequency 
High pass filter order (1,2,4,6, or 
8th ) 
Low pass filter order (1, 2, 4, 6, or 
8th) 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
Bias Low Pass Corner Frequency 
Clamp Value (Volts) 
Prox 
Speed 
Speed Top Scale 
Clamp Value 
Gap Low Pass Filter Frequency 
Clamp Value (Volts) 
Mag 
Pickup 
Speed 
Speed Top Scale 
Clamp Value 
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Additional Measurements by Channel Type 
Input 
Type 
Meas. (1)Configurable Attributes 
RV, Thrust, 
Dynam 
Press, 
Accel, 
Velocity 
 
Band-
pass 
Full scale range 
Units (English or metric, peak to 
peak or rms) 
High pass corner frequency 
Low pass corner frequency 
High pass filter order (1,2,4,6, or 
8th ) 
Low pass filter order (1, 2, 4, 6, or 
8th) 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
nX 
Full scale range 
Keyphasor association 
Integer or non-integer order in 
increments of 0.1x from 0.1x to 
100x (phase not valid for non-
integer orders). 
Units (English or metric, peak to 
peak or drms) 
Clamp value (amplitude and 
phase) 
Amp. 
Extract 
Full scale range 
Units (English or metric, peak to 
peak or rms) 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
Associated Spectrum 
Center Frequency 
Bandwidth 
Spec. 
Band 
Full scale range 
Units (English or metric, peak to 
peak or rms) 
Clamp value (amplitude) 
Associated Spectrum 
Start Frequency 
Stop Frequency 
(1) Technically feasible configurations 
depend on the interaction between many 
factors. Certain selections may not be 
feasible. Use the BNMC software to create 
an off-line configuration to determine 
technical feasibility. 
(2) The default measurement attributes can 
also be customized. 
Waveforms and Spectral Data 
Acquisition of multiple synchronous and 
asynchronous waveforms can be configured for 
each 3701 channel in the BNMC software. These 
waveforms are used as the data source for 
extraction of measurements that require spectral 
data such as nX vectors and peak extractions.  
Waveform configuration for spectral data consists of 
fmax and the number of lines in the spectral data. 
Asynchronous spectral waveforms: 
Fmax can be set between 10 Hz and 40 kHz in 12 
discrete steps. Fmin is always at 0 Hz. 
 
The number of spectral lines can be set from 
12.5 to 3200 in 12 discrete steps. 
Synchronous spectral waveforms: 
Number of samples per revolution can be set 
from 8 to 4096. 
 
Number of revolutions per waveform can be set 
from 1 to 1024. 
Amplitude Extractions 
An Amplitude extraction is the amplitude at a user 
configured center frequency and with a user configured 
bandwidth. The band around the center frequency is 
limited in size and can range from a single spectral line 
(bucket) closest to the configured center frequency, to 
the center spectral line plus 5 lines on each side (11 total 
buckets). 
The source data for amplitude extractions are 
asynchronous spectrums. 
Multiple amplitude extractions can be configured on a 
single channel and across multiple channels. 
Spectral Bands 
Spectral bands are user configured with a start and a 
stop frequency and return the average energy in the 
band. 
The source data for spectral bands are synchronous and 
asynchronous spectrums using either enveloped 
spectral or ordinary spectral data. 
Multiple spectral bands can be configured on a single 
channel. 
Applications for spectral bands and other signal 
processing features are described in the Applications 
section of this datasheet. 
Alarming and Setpoints 
Alert and Danger over and under alarm setpoints can be 
created for each measurement individually as well as 
configurable alarm attributes such as enable/disable, 
alarm time delay (ATD), and latching/non-latching. 
In addition, the alarming attributes (enable/disable, ATD, 
and latching/non-latching) can be set independently on 
the Alert and Danger alarms on the same measurement. 
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Relay logic is created in the graphical relay logic 
editor in BNMC software by mapping the enabled 
alarms to OR and AND gates to drive a relay. 
Individual relays can be configured as 
latching/non-latching or enabled/disabled 
independently (or in addition to) the settings on the 
measurement alarms. 
Network Operation 
The processor module supports two Ethernet RJ45 
physical connections located on the terminal base. 
The two connectors are termed Net A and Net B 
and each has its own configurable IP address.  All 
configuration and interface to Bently Nevada 
software and communication using an industrial 
protocol is using one or both of these connections. 
Display and HMI Options 
GE Bently Nevada offers System 1* Basic as a 
simple, low cost, easily installed, and light footprint 
HMI. System 1* Basic is part of the System1:* 
Evolution platform and offers a subset of System 
1* Evolution functionality to provide a basic 
operator display. 
The Modbus TCP or EGD industrial protocols can 
be used to serve data to an HMI where users can 
build display environments using standard 3rd 
party HMI software. 
Bently Nevada Configuration Software 
(BNMC) 
BNMC software is necessary to configure and 
verify the 3701/44 Machinery Dynamics Monitor. 
BNMC is simple configuration software with a 
nominal price that is used for monitor 
configuration.  It also has snapshot viewing of 
timebase waveforms (including Keyphasor/Speed) 
and spectrums to support commissioning and 
setup of the 3701 and sensor instrumentation 
system. Bently Nevada Monitor 
Configuration software will run on most Windows 
desktop or notebook computers and is designed 
and fully tested for operation on Microsoft® 
Windows® 7 and 8.1 (32 bit and 64 bit) and 
Microsoft Windows 2008 and 2012 Server (64 bit). 
Language support at the current time is English 
version operating systems with keyboard 
preference set to English. 
BNMC is ordered separately from the monitor 
hardware. See the spares section in the 
Specifications portion of this datasheet for the part 
number. 
System 1 Evolution Connectivity 
3701 monitors connect to System 1 Evolution and 
support current value and time-based data collection of 
all static values, waveforms, and spectral data. This 
includes System 1’s full suite of plots and tools for 
conditioned monitoring and asset management. 
Applications 
This section describes selected applications where 3701 
function and feature offers particular benefits. 
Dual Redundant Protection 
A typical dual redundant protection only application has 
these basic elements: 
 
• Each processor module processes all sensor 
and Keyphasor input signals and has 
communication (Ethernet) connections only to 
the controls and automation system. 
• Each processor is configured the same and 
executes identical logic. 
• Processor module 1 drives relays 1, 3, 5, and 7. 
Processor module 2 drives relays 2, 4, 6, and 8. 
The same alarm logic is used for each relay pair 
(1, 2), (3,4) etc.. 
• An external shutdown system connects to relay 
pairs and votes 1oo2 or 2oo2 depending on 
application requirements. (The 1oo2 
configuration is for SIL 2 applications.) 
• The dedicated protection fault relay is driven by 
a protection fault in either of the processor 
modules and is driven if one processor module 
is removed. 
• If redundant sensors are required, they can be 
voted 2oo2 or 1oo2 in the 3701 processor 
modules. SIL 2 applications require voting the 
3701 relays 1oo2 in an external ESD but the 
sensor alarm voting in the 3701 processors 
provides the 2oo2 vote. 
• System configuration can be varied in a number 
of ways to meet different reliability 
requirements. Redundant sensors can be used 
partially or entirely. Non-redundant sensor 
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points, such as XY radial shaft vibration 
probes, on the same bearing can also be 
split between input modules. 
• Redundant industrial protocols can 
operate independently from each 
processor module to automation and 
control systems. 
Dual Redundant Protection with a System 1 
Connection 
This optional configuration operates the same as 
described above but Processor Module 1 connects 
to System 1 using one of its Ethernet ports. Cyber 
security is the key design element that must be 
addressed in this configuration. 
 
Radial Shaft Vibration, Axial Position, and Casing 
Vibration 
3701 supports the standard industry 
measurements for these applications but, in 
addition, users can create custom measurements 
on these channels using spectral bands, bandpass 
timebase measurements, amplitude extractions, 
nX measurements, integrated and non-integrated, 
and rms or peak measurements. 
Detection of certain mechanical, aerodynamic, 
and hydraulic, faults can be enhanced by 
improved measuring capability. For example, on 
an axial compressor there may be increased sub-
synchronous axial vibration at the onset of a surge 
condition – a bandpass timebase measurement or 
synchronous spectral band measurement on an 
axial position probe can enhance detection of this 
specific fault mode. 
Roller Element Bearings 
Use spectral bands to focus on bearing fault 
frequencies. ( nX measurements can also be used 
but the spectral band allows customizing the 
bandwidth to the bearing fault frequency response 
whereas the nX measurement is narrow band.) 
Outer Race Ball Pass 
(ORBP) 
A spectral band using 
synchronous enveloped or 
non-enveloped data can be 
set around the expected 
ORBP  
Inner Race Ball Pass (IRBP) A spectral band using 
synchronous enveloped or 
non-enveloped data can be 
set around the expected 
IRBP 
Cage  A spectral band using 
synchronous enveloped or 
non-enveloped data can be 
set around the expected 
cage frequency 
Ball Spin 1X A spectral band using 
synchronous enveloped or 
non-enveloped data can be 
set around the expected 
ball spin 1X frequency 
Ball Spin 2X A spectral band using 
synchronous enveloped or 
non-enveloped data can be 
set around the expected 
ball spin 2X frequency 
Overall and non-REB fault 
frequencies 
Set one or more bandpass 
measurements to look at 
overall vibration at 
frequencies where rotor, 
casing, or structural 
vibrations are expected. 
 
nX measurements can also 
be used for rotor related 
vibration. 
HF band Set a spectral band using 
enveloped synchronous or 
asynchronous data sources 
on a broader high 
frequency band to detect 
low level impact events. 
(A simple bandpass with an 
appropriately set high pass 
filter can be configured in 
addition.) 
Gear Boxes 
There are many types of gear boxes with correspondingly 
different vibration monitoring needs. This short section is 
intended only to highlight some particular features of the 3701 
system.  
Feature Description 
Gear Mesh (GM) 1X, 2X, or 
3X 
Set a synchronous spectral 
band, or an nX 
measurement (or both) on 
the 1X, 2X, and 3X GM. For 
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each gear set. 
Gear Mesh Side Bands If you know the 
fundamental frequency of 
an expected side band 
based on your gear 
kinemantics then you can 
set a synchronous spectral 
band on a specific 
sideband. 
Enhanced measurements 
from Radial Vibration 
Proximitors 
For API 613 gearboxes 
where XY radial vibration 
probes are typically 
specified you can set the 
GM related spectral bands 
described above as well as 
nX’s based on hi and low 
speed shaft Keyphasors. 
Enhanced measurements 
from Thrust Position 
Proximitors 
For API 613 gearboxes 
where axial position probes  
are typically specified. Axial 
vibration can be measured 
by setting bandpass filtered 
or nX measurements in 
addition to the conventional 
thrust position 
measurement. 
Gas Turbine Combustion Dynamic Pressure 
Spectral bands and/or amplitude extractions as well as 
bandpass filtered timebase measurements can be 
configured to selectively monitor the different tones 
produced by pressure pulsations in combustion turbines. 
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Specifications 
 
3701/44 Monitor Power Requirements 
 
Input Voltage 
Min: 18VDC 
Max: 36VDC 
Current 
2.3 amps max current (Simplex) 
3.0 amps max current (Duplex) 
Inrush 
Current 
3.0 amps max inrush less than 
5 mS (Per processor card)
  
 
Supply must be 2006/95/EC Low Voltage Directive 
compliant for CE installations. 
Supply must be Class I, Div 2 or Class I, Zone 2, (CL2 
SELV), compliant for hazardous area Installations. 
 
3701/44 Processor Module Specifications 
 
Inputs 
Max: 12 dynamic signals and 2 
Keyphasor/speed signals 
 
Signal/Noise Ratio 
110db @ 102.4 ksps 
 
A/D Conversion 
Sigma- Delta   24 bit. 
 
Bandwidth 
0.5 to 40Khz 
 
Outputs  
 
Two Independent Ethernet ports 
 
Net A:  10/100 BaseT  
Net B:  10/100 BaseT 
 
Buffered Signal Outputs 
 
15 pin DSUB connector, available 
accessory cable for BNC and SMC 
options. 
550 ohm output impedance 
 
 
LEDs 
 
Module OK LED 
Indicates when the module is 
functioning properly. 
 
Protection Fault LED 
Indicates that the monitor has 
experienced a fault that is affecting 
protection 
User Inhibit LED 
Indicates that there has been a user 
initiated inhibit of alarming functionality 
Attention LED 
Indicates a condition on the monitor 
has occurred that may require action  
Danger LED 
Indicates a Danger condition 
Alert LED 
Indicates and Alert condition 
KPH 1 OK LED 
Indicates that Keyphasor signal 1 is 
triggering. 
KPH 2 OK LED 
Indicates that Keyphasor signal 2 is 
triggering. 
NetA 
Indicates that Network A has a valid link 
TX/RX A 
Indicates that network traffic is flowing 
on Network A 
Net B 
Indicates that Network B has a valid link 
TX./RX B 
Indicates that network traffic is flowing 
on Network B 
PWR 1 OK 
Indicates that the first power input is 
functioning correctly 
PWR 2 OK 
Indicates that the second power input 
is functioning correctly 
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Accuracy 
 
Direct pk or rms 
Within ± 0.5% of full-scale typical, 
1.1% Worst Case 
Bias 
+0.4 V / -0.8 V typical, +0.8V / -
1.34 V worst case. 
Tracking filters 
nX tracking filters are have a 
bandwidth of 0.075X, where X is 
the speed of the associated 
speed channel. 
Alarming 
 
Setpoints 
Over/under user configurable 
Time Delay 
100mS – 60 minutes 
Latching 
User configurable alarming or 
relay latching 
 
Input Impedance 
 
All 3-wire Inputs (PAA & PAV) 
Nominal input impedance is 10 
kΩ. 
 
2-Wire Input – PAA (Aeroderivative) 
Nominal differential input 
impedance is 99.8 kΩ. 
 
2-Wire Input – PAV (Velomitors) 
Nominal constant current is 
3.3267 mA. 
 
2-Wire Input – PAA - Speed channels (Isolated 
Magnetic Pickup) 
32.08 kΩ when input signal is 
below 30 Vpp, and a 9.98 kΩ 
when above 30 Vpp  
Speed Signal Inputs 
 
Speed Range Dedicated Speed/Keyphasor Input 
1 to 120,000 rpm  
 
Speed Range Auxiliary Keyphasor Input 
1 to 10,000 rpm 
Speed Resolution 
1 to 100 rpm ± 0.1 rpm 
100 to 2000 rpm ± 1 rpm 
Gap 
±8.2 mV typical 
±22.3 mV worst case 
Phase Accuracy 
 ± 1 degree up to 20 kHz for most 
sensors* 
 
Auto Threshold 
Use for any input above 1 rpm for 1 
event/resolution.  
Manual Threshold 
±150 mV, user selectable from +3.5 to 
-23.5 Vdc.  
Hysteresis: 
User selectable from 0.2 to 10 volts.  
Signal Amplitude: 
Minimum signal amplitude for trigger 
is 2 volts peak-to-peak. 
Note: Refer to Hazardous Area Special Considerations 
Section for Maximum Magnetic Pickup amplitude 
requirements for hazardous area applications. 
* Phase accuracy on 2 wire sensors on the PAA input card 
has ± 1 degree up to 500 Hz and ± 5 degree up to 3 kHz  
Relay Output Specifications 
 
Relay Type 
Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT). 
Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed 
(NC), and Armature (ARM) contacts 
Contact Ratings 
5A/250 Vac/1500 VA Max. 
5A/250 Vdc/150 VA Max. 
Minimum Switching Current 
12Vdc/100mA 
 
Normally De-Energized (NDE) or Normally Energized 
(NE) 
NDE/NE independently selectable for 
Relays 1 – 4 and 5 – 8 using a switch on 
the relay module. 
 
Note: Refer to Hazardous Area Special Considerations 
Section for Relay specifications when used in hazardous 
area applications. 
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3701/44 Environmental Specifications 
Indoor Use Only 
Operating 
Temperature 
Range 
-30 C to +65 C†  
(-22 F to 149 F) 
† If the 3701 is operated 100% at +65C, its life will 
be reduced to approximately 11 years. Any portion 
of the time it is operated below +65C or any 
convective airflow will increase its lifespan. 
Storage 
Temperature 
Range 
-40C to +85C 
(-40 F to 185 F) 
Relative 
Humidity 
0% to 95% rH non-condensing 
Operating and Storage 
Vibration 
5g @ 57-500 Hz. 
IEC 60068-2-6 
Shock 
15g, 11ms  
Altitude 
< 2000 m (6,562 ft) 
Pollution Degree 
Pollution Degree 2 
Installation Category 
Category II 
Physical 
Simplex Base Dimensions 
26.7 x 20 x 18.2 cm (10.5 x 7.87 x 
7.15 in) 
Simplex Weight 
4.5 kg (9.9 lbs)  
Duplex Base Dimensions 
26.7 x 27.7 x 18.2 cm (10.5 x 10.9 
x 7.15 in) 
Duplex Weight   
7.7 kg (17.1 lbs) 
Mounting (Simplex and Duplex) 
Bulkhead 
4 mounting bolts or screws at 
corners. 
Compliance and Certifications 
EMC 
Standards 
EN 61000-6-2 
EN 61000-6-4 
 
European Community Directives:  
2004/108/EC 
Electrical Safety 
Standards 
EN 61010-1 
 
European Community Directives: 
2006/95/EC Low Voltage 
Cyber Security 
Achilles Communications Certification Level1 
Certification in process. Contact Bently Nevada) 
Hazardous Area Approvals 
For a detailed listing of country and product specific 
approvals, refer to the Approvals Quick Reference 
Guide (document 108M1756) located at the following 
website: www.GEmeasurement.com. 
CSA/NRTL/C 
Class 1 Div 2, Groups A-B-C-D; T4 
AEx/Ex nA IIC T4 Gc 
T4 @ -30 °C to +65 °C 
Installed per drawing 100M0771 
CSA 14.2712664 
ATEX 
       II 3G 
Ex nA nC IIC T4 Gc 
T4@ -30°C ≤Ta ≤ +65°C 
SIRA 15ATEX4288X 
IECEx 
Ex nA nC IIC T4 Gc 
T4@ -30°C ≤Ta ≤ +65°C 
IECEx SIR15.0099X 
Hazardous Area Special Considerations 
• Power supplies must be Class I, Div 2 or Class I, Zone 
2 compliant for hazardous area installations. 
• Hazardous area installations require relay contact 
voltages below 30 Vac rms, or 30 Vdc to minimize 
hazard. 
• Hazardous area installations require relay contact 
amperages below 5 Amps DC, or AC to minimize 
hazard. 
   1180 
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• Hazardous area installations require relay 
contact power below 100 Watts DC, or 100 VA 
AC to minimize hazard. 
• Hazardous area installations require inter-
terminal base connectors to remain unused. 
• Magnetic Pickup input amplitude must not 
exceed 60Vrms to minimize hazard. 
• Reference 100M8172 section 3 for additional 
Hazardous Area restrictions and information 
regarding installation of the 3701/44 system. 
For further certification and approvals information, 
visit the following website: 
http://www.GEmeasurement.com 
Ordering Information 
For a detailed listing of country and product 
specific approvals, refer to the Approvals Quick 
Reference Guide (document 108M1756) located at 
the following website: www.GEmeasurement.com. 
The 3701/44 can be ordered as an individual 
component or as part of a kit that may include other 
components than just the monitor. Ordering part 
numbers are provided below for both options. 
Use these part numbers to order ADAPT solution 
kits for specific turbine types: 
• ADAPT_LM2500 Designed for the LM2500 
• ADAPT_LM6000 Designed for the LM6000 
Use the 3701/44 part number below to order the 
aero monitor.  
3701/44–AXX–BXX–CXX-DXX- EXX 
A: Redundancy 
0 1 Simplex 
0 2 Duplex 
B: Input Module 1 
0 0 None 
0 1 Prox/Accel/Velom 
0 3 Prox/Accel/Aero 
0 4 Positive Input Module 
C: Input Module 2 
0 0 None 
0 1 Prox/Accel/Velom 
0 3 Prox/Accel/Aero 
0 4 Positive Input Module 
D: Output Module 
0 0 None 
0 1 8 CH Relay Module 
 
E: Approvals 
0 0 None (This does include the non-
Hazardous area general safety 
certification) 
0 1 CSA 
0 2 ATEX/IECEx 
X X Country specific 
Spares 
3701/44 
3701/44 Aeroderivative Monitor 
177896-01 
3701/44 Processor Module 
177990-01 
Prox Accel Aero (PAA) Module 
177990-01 
Prox Accel Aero (PAA) Module 
105M6001-01 
Positive Input (POV) Module 
177897-01 
3701 Output Relay Module 
175794-01 
3701 Simplex Terminal Base 
178372-01 
Duplex Terminal Base 
177992-01 
3701 Terminal Block – Standard 
100M9465-01  
BN Monitor Configuration SW DVD 
Accessories 
323314-01 
Buffered Output cable 15 pin D-Sub to 7 
SMA connectors. (SMA connectors work 
with the ADRE 408) 
323314-02  
Buffered Output cable 15 pin D-Sub to 7 
BNC connectors 
324343   
Weatherproof Housing Kit 
Bently_Manuals  
Customer DVD containing all Bently 
Manuals, FWD, App Notes, and Install 
Guides in all available languages 
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Figures 
 
 
 
1. Processor Module 
2. Input Module 1 
3. Input Module 2 
4. Output Module 
5. Terminal Base 
 
3701/44 Simplex Terminal Base Top View 
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1. Processor Module(s) 
2. Input Module 1 
3. Input Module 2 
4. Output Module 
5. Terminal Base 
 
3701/44 Duplex Terminal Base Top View 
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3701/44 Simplex Terminal Base Side View 
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3701/44 Duplex Terminal Base Side View 
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Appendix D
BENTLY NEVADA ADAPT 3701/44 SETUP GUIDE FOR CAL POLY
VIBRATIONS LAB
162
How to setup Bently Nevada ADAPT 3701/44 for Cal Poly Vibrations Lab. 
 
1. Remove Proximeter Accelerometer Aeroderivative Input Module next to Universal 
Monitor Module on 3701 and read off MAC address for 3701. Have Larry register MAC 
address with Cal Poly IT and get an IP and Name assigned. 
2. Ensure Bently nevada monitor configuration software is installed. 
3. Connect power to 3701 as seen in pictures.  
4. Connect Ethernet cable to Port A (lower port) on 3701 and to an available port on the 
back of the computer. 
5. Reconfigure local NIC card for the ethernet port. 
a. IP Address: 192.168.0.103 
b. Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 
c. Gateway:192.168.0.103 
6. Open BNMC software, open ​Monitor ​drop-down and select​ Connect. 
7. Select Type: ADAPT 3701/44 
8. Enter username: ​admin​ and password: ​Admin3701 
9. If 3701 shows up under Device name then select it and press ​Connect​. Otherwise enter 
IP Address: 192.168.0.101 and press ​Connect.  
10. Open Network Configuration in BNMC 
11. Check DHCP Enabled 
12. Rename monitor to Cal Poly assigned ID. (ex. me-13-101-3701-1) 
13. Apply network changes to 3701. Device will disconnect.  
14. Unplug the 3701 ethernet from the port on the back of the computer and plug it into an 
available ethernet wall port. 
15. Reconnect the computer to the school network cable. 
16. Repeat step 6 through 9 but IP address should read the Cal Poly assigned address not 
the default IP Address. 
17. Configure Channels/ Make active channels you wish to use 
18. Open System1 and then Open ME_318_Rotor_Kits database 
a. If system1 says, “Unable to open enterprise. Apply appropriate system 1 license 
and retry”, open System1 license manager under Bently Nevada folder from start 
bar. Enter 129.65.137.14 in License Server IP address and click the blue connect 
button. Ensure 1 of 1 is utilized for both licenses. Otherwise go to Manage in top 
right and select assign licenses to system 1. Click Connect and two packages 
should show up. Check both Premium and Fundamental packages and click 
save. Close System1 License Manager and try to open the ME_318_Rotor_kits 
database. 
19. Select Configure from top center, then devices tab on left side-> right click on 
ME_318_Rotor_Kits-> connect to device -> 3701.  
20. Ensure ADAPT 3701/44 AeroDerivative is under Type. Then click Browse or device 
name and IP address should autofill. Enter ​admin​ under username and ​Admin3701 
under password. Then click Add. 
21. Save Enterprise in top left corner. 
22. Select Machines tab from top left, select General tab. In library on right side select trains 
then select Mtr-Pmp (1Stg BB1/BB2). Click and drag onto the blank area in middle of 
screen. ​Ensure all bearing thats you wish to map proximity probes to, are set to 
hydrodynamic sleeve bearings not Anti-Friction. ​Rename Mtr-Pmp to corresponding rotor 
kit.  
23. Once a Machine has been created the measurement points from the 3701 can be 
mapped to the a machine point. To do this, go to the top right drop down box and select 
mapping mode. Then select the pump from the machine list on the left right. Click on the 
shaft speed the click on the blue arrow to map the keyphaser to that point. Only points 
that are active in the 3701 configuration will show up under Available Device Points. 
Continue mapping remaining points. Points must be consistent (i.e. displacement typ 
device point cant be matched with radial vibration on an anti-friction bearing only 
hydrodynamic) 
24. Return to Standard Mode in top left drop down menu. 
25. Select Machines and the select the machine that was just mapped. If you select the 
measurements tab all measurements in the 3701 configuration should now be displayed 
and linked to machine points.  
26. To define data collection states, click on the Data Collection tab, then select States then 
click on State Quick Configuration button in top right corner. Enter Speed Control = 
variable, Rated RPM = 3600, Lower Speed limit = 400, Upper Speed limit = 7200. Then 
click next. 
27. Enter Trigger values for different states and data storage rates for each state.  
